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Z. IHTBOD0C7XON 
the uaiial procedure in scoring psychological tests* 
whe^^r they are m&avccea of aptititdeSf attltutes, iaterestsf 
or perso£«llty eharaeteristios) is that of assigning mouBrioal 
values to a sabjeette responses to a series of iteas* 
Although aagnitxzdes of the valttes assigned to responses vary 
greatly from te t to test« the value assigned to the response 
has definite ii^lioations for interpretation* For esoi^le, 
the nnserieal valtie nay aean to perform eorreetlyt to agree, 
or to exhibit some personality charecteristlc. The values then 
are c(»iblned In ai^ of several ways siich as suasetion or o^iaa 
detersdnation to obtain a subjeetfs test seore* i)espite 
differences in magnitude of the valxies and differences in 
methods of combining the values to obtain the test score, the 
eonoept of assigning valiies to the item respcnises is tinlversal 
in psyebometrie practice* 
If inredietion of perfozmnee from scores of psychologioal 
tests is to be accurate, consideration must be given to the 
bebavlor represented by a subject*s pattern of responses* If 
diffi»rent types of ltc»s in the testing isstruaent elicit 
different types of betevior from the subjMt, then aeou»^ of 
Beasurement is reduced i^never the values assigned to the 
varloos responses are combined. For esample, if a subject 
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posseasea dlfferli^ fiiM»ants of aeveral behavl<a> eharaetorlstiea 
&11 z^preaentod lay a alngle teat aeoroy the relative aaomta of 
the ehsreeteriaties may be obscured in ^Is alngle aeore* 
Careton has wqpltti^alsed this point in the following 
statesenti 
the Bost iffiportant requlreaent for a teat 
«hoae aeorea are to he interpreted aa sseaaureaenta 
would seem to be that its Items all draw upon the 
aaae aet of abilities and traita.^ 
Dualap has also statedi 
It aeema to the writer a itore logical 
procedure to build «p raapirically tests which 
seaaure a aingle factor and then deteralne their 
validity, than to try to isolate the Tarioaa 
faotore of oar haterogeneous testa.^ 
The need tor testing homogeneity ia not confined to 
evaluating pa^che^oglMl ehi^raeterlaties* In educational 
ev*3-uation, appraisal of inatnwtion is now generally accepted 
to be satisfactory only when the degree to which pupils haye 
achieved each of the important objectives has been evaluated. 
The tiauiticnal practice of raeaauring pupil ability to recall 
information and inferring from the results the totality of pupil 
achievements has been abandoned in theory if not in practice. 
^E. E. Cureton. Quantitative psychology as a rational 
aoienoe. Psychoraetrika.. Ilfl91-196. 1946* p. 195. 
W. Dunlap. Comparable testa and reliability. Journal 
of Educational Psychology. 24t•42-453* 1933- p* 447. 
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¥rom preetiend coosldarations it Is ttsaally lapossil^ 
to foi^aally emlmt« saeh of th« lapOTtant obje«tiv«Hi» 
Farthermorot vbeewver sueh •valoatioa im pe«sl1:d«t it is 
nmttmBTy to ^ t«mixM$ t}% dsgrme to vhlob gei^rel obj^dtl^cii 
must be broken down into specific obj ectivea before evaloation 
shooM b« mdcrtakea* P^fa«p8 the nost acceptable aoltttloo 
propcNSt^ is timt objeetives should b« dovn ootil pupil 
reaetioa becomes reasonably hoat^eneous* 
It is the purpose of this stm^ to darelop and deau>nstrats 
the use ef methodelogieal teehniqms iribiieh will assist in 
metizsg tbe mmS. f&e testing the haimsnmXi^ of beliavior 
eharaetaristios in payehoaetries and educational evaluation* 
In the foregoing discusaion the problem of homogeneity 
rMolves itself into whether or not indivlduale react in a 
significantly different aarmer to items between or attong areas 
of a test than they do to items within areas* The first 
statistical technique which will be developed will be a test of 
significance baaed upon the null hypothesisi there is no 
significant difference in the manner in which individuals react 
to test items between or asong aroas of a test than to test items 
within areas. Sinoe the technique involves a test of aigniflcanca, 
ftceoi^tanee or fojaction of this null liypothosis. is possible. 
fh* seeood statistic! teohoique to b« dereloped aod 
denoostrated, & proposed eorreotion for atteiraation of 
ecorelation eoeffielents« represeats a pealtlTe iadloatl<m 
oi t^sMgeoeity zither thaa a test of slgnlficanee* Sisuoe 
seveztsd foraaXas for oorreetlog correlation e<»en'ieieBta have 
been |»revioasly fontposedt the applleatloa of existii^ 
foswilas will be deoMnstrated for e<»q[)ari8oa with results 
obtain tro& the application of the |a*op(Mied eorreetioa 
formala whloh permits vider applieatioa than existing fomulas. 
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A. Review of Literature 
The desirability of conatructiag teats which are 
relatively homogeneous has been reec^nized for some time* Xb 
1923t Kell^ fonaulated three rules which would assist test 
constructors in making comparable foms of tests. 
The following rules for the construction of two 
comparable tests may be laid down* (l) sufficient 
fore-exercise should be provided to establish an 
attitude or set, thus lessening the likelihood of 
the second test being different from the first, due 
to a new level of familiarity with the aechanical 
features, etc*, (2) the eleraents of the first test 
should be as similar, in difficulty and type to those 
ia the second, pair by pair, as possible; but, (3) 
should not be so identical in word or form as to 
comnonly lead to a memory teansfer or correlation 
between errors.^ 
The foregoing quotation represents a recognition of the 
desirability of homogeneity for the interpretation of reliability 
coefficients wherel:^ similarity of the forms of a test as to 
content is determined by Inspection and rests with the judgment 
of the examiner* It does not represent a method of statistical 
analysis* However, the remarks are directed toward homogenei^ 
within test forms and not toward homogeneity among areas of a 
test or tests meastiring different behavior characteristics. 
^T. L. Kelley* Statistical method* liew York* The 
MacMillan Compai^* 1923* p* 203* 
ipiia with x^gard to reliaMXityt Siwlap^ has propoaed 
that comparability of test foraa within a total test can be 
det«raizwd hty dividing the test into foartha or eonatrseting 
four foras of the total test. These four forms or the test 
fourths are administered to a groap of subjeeta and the six 
int«re<»Tel£tioi» eoaputed* If tba tetiada raasilting fr<»i tl» 
iateroorrelatioBs all equal aero vi^ln ttw aamiding «rrory tha 
foTKs are said to be eo^paraULe« Hitia# Gtmlap eonBladea« "fhe 
te1»«d teekod^ae offera a metm of detendLniag vhe^o' or sot tbm 
split fonrtha «r fow fwrsa of a teat amsure the sase thiisg*"' 
Whereaa earlier reeognition of the desirability fw 
oosstraetiag lujrafHswMiOtts testa eq^hasiaed tlw atandpoiat of 
reliabili-^, the "teehaie of luBMigeaeoas teata" propoaed bgr 
Loevinger^ »^a developed aa en alterne^llvu to the eooo^t of 
reUabilitsr* The original concept of hcMaofeaeity aa defined 
bQT lovviiigw wem r««trieted to tea'ki of aMlity, bat the technique 
aaa later geiMraliaed to ia^lade other types of testa*^ 
* J« W. Saalap* GoMjwrable testa and reliaMli^« The 
jToanad of Idueati(»ial Payohology* 24t442«4jB* 1933* 
'Mi* P* 
3^ane Xioevinger* A ayateaatio approach to the oonatraetioa 
and avalaatioa ^  tests of ability. Paydiel<%ioal lin»^ra|^« 
Vol* 63.0, BO* 4* 1947* 
^Jaae Ztoeviag^* %a taehnie of hem^necma teste ocaqpared 
ai'^ aose aaiwets of "SmIo AaalyaiaF aad faetor analyaia* 
Payehologioal Balletia. 45t 507-529. 1948. 
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Loevlnger has distinguished between perfectly hcHBogeneoua 
aisBi perfectly heterogeneous tests in tertss of probabilityt 
In a perfectly homogeneous test, when the 
Iteros are arranged in the order of increasing 
difficulty, if any item is known to be passed, 
the probability is unity of passing all previous 
iteas# In a perfectly heterogeneous test, the 
probability of an lndlYlriue.1 imsslng a given item 
k is the saae whether or not he is known already 
to have passed another item 
As an indication of the degree of homogeneity possess^ 
by a test, the coefficient of homogeneity^, was derived. 
H - ''it  
» - Vt 
where T is the obtained variance of a test, 7 is the variance 
X het 
of a perfectly heterogeneous test wliii the same distribution 
of item diffiexilties. In computational form, the formula was 
expressed^ 
H(ak». an.) > - (ak)' 
2S iixu^ - aCj^) + ZHf - (2Xk)« 
where X refers to raw scores, 5^^ refers to the number passing 
the |.th item, %hen the items are ordered according to decreasing 
*Jane Loevinger. A systematic approach to the construction 
and evaluation of tests of ability, p. 29» 
^Ibld.. fonnula (7), p« 4, 
3Ibid.. foraula (ll), p. 4. 
number passing, the subscript means susamation for all j| 
individuals, aM the subscript ^  Bieans sulfation for all ^  iteme* 
Loevinger suggested that the proposed estimate of the 
coefficient of hoiaogeneity be restricted to use ulth samples of 
mer IW cases, since the magnitude of the expected saraplii^ 
error uiwJer various conditions had not been determined. The 
saapling properties of the estimate of horaogeneity also had not 
been ascertained at the tine of her study. 
The foregoing procedures represent direct methods of 
determining the homogeneity of a test. Although methods of it«» 
analysis are primarily concerned with test validity, sevewd of 
these methods have indirect influence upon the hoj«>geneit7 of the 
final test. Since such methods are only indirect measures of 
hoffi(^eneity, however, they will not be reviewed in detail, ^thods 
of item analysis influencing homogeneity include "the precision 
method" illustrated by the work of Paterson^, and Uhrbrock and 
Richardson^, "item homogeneity with total test" proposed by 
Loevinger^, "the biaerial r method" and "the critical ratio method" 
G. Petersen. Preparation and use of new-type 
examinations. Sew lox^, World Book Company. 1935* 
S. Uhrbrock and U, W. Richardson. Item analysis. 
Personnel Journal. 12»141»15** 1933* 
3Jane Loevinger. A systematic approach to the construction 
and evaluation of tests of ability. Psychological Uonographs. 
Vol. 61. No. 4. 1947. 
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described Iqt Suilford', "the Vincent overlapping method" proposed 
by Vincent^, "the l&sCall method" and "the modified Vincent method" 
described by Barthelmeae^, "Long*s overlapping method" and "Long>8 
•weighted overlapping method" proposed 'oy Long*, "the method of 
siMJcesaive pools" attributed to loops"the method of successive 
residuals" proposed by Horst^, "the summation method of agreeiaMnt" 
proposed by Lentz and others'', "the index of validity" 
O 
proposed by Clark°, "the index of discrimination" presented 
P. Guilford. Psychometric methods. Mew lork. McGraw-
Hill Book Company. 1936. 
^L. Vincent, k study of intelligence test elements. Teachers 
CollegSt Columbia University. Contributions to Education no. 152. 
1924. 
3h. M. Barthelmess. The -mlidity of intelligence test 
elements. Teachers College, Columbia University. Contributions 
to Education no. $0$» 1931* 
*J. A. Long. Improved overlapping methods for determining 
validities of test items. Journal of Experimental Mucatlon. 
21264-26?. 1934. 
Horst. Item analysis by the method of successive 
residual#. Joxirnal of Experimntel Iducation. 2» 254-263. 193^* 
^P. HLcsrst. Increasing the efficiency of selection tests. 
Personnel Journal. 12:254-259. 193** 
%. f. Lents, B. Hlrshstein, and F. H. Finch. Evaluation of 
methods of evaluating test items. Journal of Educational 
Psychology. 23*344-350. 1932. 
%. L. Clark. A method of evaluating the units of a test. 
Jourml of Educational Psychology. 19® 263-265. 1928. 
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Gook*, the table "the correlation of item with total score 
according to proportions of suocesa" proposed by Flamgan®, 
and "the equal appearing intervals method of attitude scale 
construction" developed Thuratone^* 
In contrast to measures of homogeneity as properties of 
a test as given, Quttman^ has proposed the concept of the 
determination of the "sealability" of a "universe of attributes* 
from which the test items constitute a sample# The items are 
classified according to content, and decision as to whether a 
universe of content constitutes a scale is msde according to 
the "coefficient of reproducibility". This coefficient is 
based upon the assumption that if all items tsere ariranged in 
order of difficulty, each score would represent a given "scale 
pattern". The coefficient of areproducibllity is the percentage 
of responses which are reproducible frora the individual's score. 
A "coefficient of reproducibility" of 85 to 90 per cent has been 
sii^gested as a criterion for judging "scalability*. 'Hie 
*W. W. Cook. The measurement of general spelling ability 
involving controlled comparisons between techniques. University 
of Iowa Studies in Education. Vol. 6t no* 6. pp. 38'>59* 1932> 
^J. C. Flanapua. Cieneral considerations in the selection 
of test iteras, etc. Joiarnal of Educational Psychology. 
P» 674-680. 1939. 
^£wI<.ThurstoQe and £. J. Chave. The measurement of attitude. 
Chicago. The University of Chicago Press. 1929. 
^louis Guttman. A basis for scaling qualitative data. 
American Sociological Review. 9*139-150. 1944. 
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hypothesis thai, the maiverse of attributes is scalable, however, 
is not formulated in terms of probability. 
Methods of tabulation of teist data preparatory to scale 
armlysis hrve included the "tabulation technique" proposed by 
Goodenouigh% the scalograia board, developed by Gutt^n^, and the 
"CormU technique", developed by Guttman. 
Among the positive measures of the extent to which two 
or more tests or areas within a test elicit homogeneous behavior 
fr-<8a subjects, correction for attenuation is appropriate and hae 
been used for some tisM. 
Since test scores are subject to errors of observation, eacfei 
score deviates from the true scores for a particular subject to 
«ho^ the test is adisinistered* Although the test scores are 
correlated to determine the relatiojMhips between two distributions 
of scores, the errors of obsexrvaticaai within each distribution 
aay be ancorrelated, thus lowering the apparent degree of 
correlation. The reduction of the apparent d^ree of correlation 
comprises part of the factors which the t«o distributions of scores 
do not have in common. If the true coarrelation between two 
dislaributi.ns of test scores is desired, it is necessary to mak« 
sorae correction for the attenuaticm in the raw coefficient. 
'w. H. Goodenotigh. A technique for scale analysis. 
Educational and Psychological Measurement. 4-s 179-190. 1944. 
®Louis Guttaan. The Cornell technique for scale and intensity 
analysis. Educational and Psychological Sleasurement. 7*247-279» 
1947. 
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As early as 1904 Spearnan' proposed a formula for 
correction for attenuation# The proof of the formula 
published \sy the saae author in 1907^ aM ly Brow^ in 1909. 
The proof along a slightly different line was published again 
tgr Spearman* in 1910* 
r . r . r • r 
xy xy xy xy 
1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 
r • • 
^ (r (r )» 
Where r « the true correlation between two variables x and y 
xy 
X « an observation of x parallel to x 
X » an observation of x parallel to x 
2 1 
y^ » an oteervation of y parallel to y^ 
y^ • an observation of y parallel to y^ 
Spearman* The proof and mec^surement of a8sociati(m 
between two things. Ameri<»n Journal of Psychology. 15*72-101. 
1904. 
®C. Spearman. Demonstration of foimla® for true measurement 
of ccorelation. American Journal of Psychology. 18»161-169• 1907• 
^William Brown. Some experimental wsults in correlation. Sixth 
International Congress of Psychology, Geneva, 1909« Proceedings 
p. 571-576. 1910. 
Spearman. Correlation calculatai from faulty data. 
British Journal of Psychology. 3*271-295» 1910* 
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r • the correlation coefficient between x and y 
X y 1 'i 
If 
r » the correlation coefficient between x ai»i y 
X y 2 2 
2 2 
r « the correletion coefficient between x ai^ y 
X y 12
I'a 
r » tiM correlation coefficient l^tween z ai«i y 
X y 2 1 
2 1 
T m the correlation coefficient between x and x 
XX 12
1 2 
r • the correlation coefficient between y and y 
y y 12
12 
In the develofment of the fomnila it was asaiuaed that of the 
six qaantitieo Xt y» 0 , 0 , errors of obeerration . wd Brrota 
X y 1 
of observation . x and y alone are correlated* 
2 
Cureton and Dunlap* have shown* however, that Spearman*s 
original formula using the geometric mean of the intercorrelations 
ae the numerator is an underestifflate of the true correlation# 
They indicate that the sasie formula, altered ao as to use the 
arithmetic mean of the intercorrelations in the nufflKsrator# 
'xy 
r • r * T * r 
X y XT X y XT 
11 2 2 12 2'1 
4/1? n? r~ 
x^Xa' y,y2' 
^£. £. Cureton ai^ W. Bunlap* Spearsianis correction for 
attenuation and its probable error* Amerioan Journal of Psychology 
42J235-245. 1930- Foraula [5]. 
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althoogh still an underestimtet is nearer the true £• 
It should be noted that the factor causing a 
systematic error in the estiHation of r in the 
case of fomaila [5] [Proposed forimila w«h arith-
netic mean in the auaerator] is inequality of 
standard deviations, while fomtula [6] [Speanaan's 
formula with geometric mean in the nuiaerator] it is 
inequality of product-moments. In each instance 
the tendency is toward underestimation, while both 
forBTulas have the same denominator* which is not 
subject to systematic error. The mmerator 
of [5] is the arithmetic mean of the four 
intercorrelations while that of [6] is their 
geometric mean* Hence [5] will always yield the 
less underestimated mlue*^ 
It has been shown by Kelly* that it is not necessary to 
compute r , r » r and r if the value of 
^  x y ' x y  x y  x y  
I'l 2^ 2 12 2 1 
r, ^ ^ X is known} i.e., the value of the correlation 
<x, - » y,) 
between the suas of the scores for the forms of each test. 
Cureton and Dunlap^ have given proof for the use of 
r. .. . into the correetion for attenuation. The 
<X, - - y,) 
^ P* 237. 
^T. L. Kelly. Statistical method. The MacMillan CcMBpanj. 
Sew Xfflrk. 1923. pp. 209-210. 
3e. £. Cureton and J. W. Dunlap. Og. ^ it. p. 238. Formula [8]. 
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forwola is 
^ix • y )(x + y ) 
1 'i 2 a 
r 
xy 
1fSr 
XX y y 
1 a I a 
1 • r 11 + r 
XX ' y y 
1 a ra 
This fonaala is Is^ied in Kelly's derivation of the substitution 
of r, .f » for the avei^e of r » r , r 
(x • yjlx • y) ^  xy xy xy 
» 1 a a St 2 < a 
and r > and was published in this form without forBiel proof 
X y 
a'a 
by Hull.* 
Peters and ?an?oorhis^ have shown the development of a 
forsaula for correction for attenuation in the following foiaJ 
? 
*y 
r • .1 II 
xy 
v r r 
X y 
ia la 
in which r is the average intercorrelation of any nuaber of saaples 
of iseasures of the x and y functions* These authors, ht^evert did 
not suggest the nethod which should be used in obtaining r • 
xy 
^C. L. Hull. Aptitode testing. World Book Company, Hew lork. 
1928. p. 243. Foj^mla [5]* 
®Charles G. Peters and Walter R. VaaVoorhis. Statistical 
procedures and their metheiaatical bases. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New fork. 1940. p. 203. 
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II. DEVELOP&ffiNT OF PROPOSED f'ORMULAS 
A* F-test for Departure from Ifomogeneity 
For the developaent of the proposed formula for testing 
the significance of departure from homogeneity, let it be 
8appos«i that a test is given to N subjects* There are "k" areas 
included in the test and two forms are mede for each area. 
forms within each area represent two equivalent groups of itesM 
awi are determined by selecting items from the area at random, 
thus yielding the two forms or subtests* Let It be assumed that 
the iteas within each area have been assembled in random order} 
the two forms are made \?y choosing odd- and even-numbered itaaa. 
An analysis of variance table laay then be set up as in 
Table 1, with the needed sisss of squares and mean squares indicated* 
l^ie test of significance deslr<^ consists of noting whether 
the fluctxiations of scores from subject to subject are significantly 
greater between areas than within areas* i*e«t 
lean Square for Subject by Area 
F • -
Mean Square for Subject form 
For convenience in the development of the foarmula, let all 
scores within each form be reduced to standard scores, 
X - a 
Z « , 
0 
thus forcit^ equal means and variances for each form In each area* 
-17-
Table 1 
Analysis of Variance - Two Forms and "k" krms 
Soarce of Degrees of Sam of Mean 
Variation Freedoa Squares Square 
Subject N - 1 needed 
Area k - 1 needed 
Fora 1 needed 
Subject X Area (M - l)(k - 1) needed needed 
Subject X Form H - 1 ne^ed needed 
Area x For* k - 1 
Subject X Area x Form (k - l)(ll - l) 
Total 2Hk - 1 
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The necessary aiims of squares to test the hypothesis are 
then cosputed. The usual correction terra can be disregarded 
since it is zero for standard scores* The sum of squares for 
Subject 
+ 8  •  z  , 3 ®  
1 2 ak"* 
2k 
Let subscripts of an odd number and the next even number 
be assigned to the same area, the sua of squares for interaction 
for Subject by Area 
2C« • * ]* + ZCs • » ] +..«• 2[* + 8 3® ZTa • s 2 3* 
1 a 3 4 ak»i g « < ® 2k 
2 2k 
k2la • « 3' •k2[«^  • z^ 3 i, _i • 1 a 3 • a* J- a i a a* 
2k 
Let subsczlpt be assigned 
A * interarea subtests 
W » intra-area subtests 
f • all subtests* 
Then the foregoing expression becomes 
k28® • 2k2a s - 2k5i8 * - - 22» « 
. T A A A A T T T 
2 k 
or, since 
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tho expresaion may be written 
(k-l) Z** • 2(k-l) "• 
Tk 
Bat 
• H 
for each subtest* Since the mmber of subtests is Zk* therefore* 
T 
Also 
2z2 » Nr,. 
Therefore, the expression for the svm of squares 
gk(k*l) • M(k-l) apy -
k {k-l)(l{-l) 
s Sr. 
« -J- fl + —1 « yi—- 1 
K-l * k k (k-l) •• 
For the present let it be assuaed that the average r (r) can be 
obtained the ariiaxmetic raeanj then 
2r 
y » I A (since there are 2k (k-l) terms) 
* 2k (k-l) 
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and 
J, m ' (since there are k terms)• 
W k 
The mean square for Subject by Area, representing the laimerator 
for the F-test is then 
^ [l • - 2? J 
-1 *• W A-" n 
with (M)(k-l) degrees of freedoBU 
For the F-t«st denominator, the mean square interaction of 
Subject by Form is needed* The sum of squares for Subject bgr 
Form laay be determined in aany ways, i.e., all possible combi­
nations of it«B8 to develop subtests or forras within each area. 
Zn the ease the odd iteas and the even iteme are taken, the 
interaction 
3 ak-i a • ak i a ak*" 
m MBII I 111 •  I I I  I I I  I  1 1  m i l  •  
k 2k 
2C;|i**28*+...+iSas*, 3 • 4lJ««(all odd)+Z**(all even}3 I a ak 
2k 
3 -2[2B*(for all 2k^-k tmrma)] 
1 a 2k 
2k 
3 + 4[28a(all odd) •SisCall even)3 
t a ak 
2k 
2ri;sz(fGr all 2k'*k tera8}3 
2k 
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When a similar sum of squares has been written for each of the 
eomblnations from nhich form total may accrue» and an avej^e 
fottad from them, all cross products will vanish on BUBaaation 
except the intre-^ea ones, Sz z , 2z z , etc., to Sa,, z , • 
 ^ 12 3* 2k 
The average stim of squares for all possible combinations of 
interaction of Subject by Fora 
[2z* • 2a* 2a* ] - 2[2* z • % , ] i 2 ak 1 2 3 4- 2k-i ak 
2k 
or with previous notation 
2 k 
Bat 
2a* - 2!lk 
T 
aad 
222 z • 2iiSr • 
W W W 
Sttbatitutiog, the expression becomes 
2k5 - 28^^ 
IB I " I I " 
2k 
• S[l-r^ ]. 
^22' 
The meaa square for Subject by Form, representing the denominator 
of the F-test is 
with M-l degrees of freedom. 
Significance may be tested by noting the ratio 
-ir 
F • ^ 
—S— [i - r ] 
In the development of this formla« it «as assmied that it 
was satisfactory to average correletions by cOTsputing arithmetic 
means. Probably a more aatisfactory method* is that of computing 
the mean of the function 
1/2 log_ LLE . 
1 - r 
Although the development of the formula utilized standard 
scores* their use is unneoessary for solving the final formula 
for testing departure from homogeneity. The F-value obtained may 
*Paul fi. Rider. Modern statistical metliods. Nev? lork, John 
Wiley and Sons. 1939. p. 106« 
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be conqpared with those given in Snedecor^s table* with (JS-l){k«l) 
and (N-I) degrees of freedom. If the F-vali» for departiure 
from homogeneity is not significant, homogeneity has not been 
disproved. If, hoTsever, it is significant, the iqrpotheais of 
homogeneity is rejected. 
It should be noted that the technique here proposed does 
mt guarantee homogeneity within a given area, but indicates the 
relative greater lack of homogeneity between or aaong areas thaa 
within areas. 
* George 1. Snedecor. Statistical methods. 4-th ed 
Iowa. Io»a State College Press. 1946. p. 284. 
imeSf 
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B. Correction for Attenuation 
The foregoing formula, F»test for the significance of 
departure from homgeneity, involves testing the null hypothesis* 
The second statistical measure to be developed, a fozmla for 
correction for attenuation, is proposed to be used as a positive 
li^ieation of homogeneity rather than a test of significance* 
The correction for attenuation yields an estimate of the 
coefficient of correlation which would prevail if the forma of 
the test were of infinite length, i.e., all intra-form coefficients 
of correlation equal to unity* Such a situation Is mathematically 
possible, but scarcely conceivable in actual practice* 
For the development of the following foriaula the sarae 
notation as was eaployed in the previous development was used* 
In the analysis of regression of the inter- and intra-area 
relationships between test scores, ttie sum of squares for residuals 
which Cf nnot be accounted for the reliabilllqr coefficients is 
equal to the difference between the sua of squares for Interarea 
regression and the sum of squares for intra-area regression* 
Symbolically* 
(l • r|) - (l - r|) 2^  » (1 - rSo) 
where T QQ is the statistical aeasure here desired* 
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Solving for r . the formul.a becomes 
00 
- r|) - U - rp « {l - Too) 
rj - rj « 1 - r® 
A W  0 0  
00 
-1  ^
00 »J 1 » * r: 
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in. BdPIRIGAL JUSTIFIGATIOH OF PROPOSED FORMOMS 
A. Correlation Unity 
The coefficient of correlation corrected for attenuation 
is the estiaiated correlation betaeen true scoires on two tests* 
If two tests are measvires of the saise behavior characteristic* 
then the correlation between them will differ frwn unity simply 
because of variable errors* A satisfactory formula for correcting 
a coefficient of correlation for attenuation should eliminate the 
effect of such en^rs« ^"hen variable eirore are introduce into 
a set of numerical series whose correlation is redact from unity 
only because of the variable errors which were introduced, then 
the deg3*ee to which the correction formula eliminates the effects 
of the variable errors csn be observed* 
To empirically justify the use of the proposed formula for 
correction for attenuation, and to observe in the same manner the 
corrections for attenuation which have been developed hj Spearman, 
Kelly-HolX, Cureton-^unlap, and the formula io^lied by Peters 
and Vanfoorhis, two hypothetical distributions of 20 values with 
perfect relationship between them were designated* These hypothetical 
distributions are shown in fable 2 in the columns entitled ''Basic^*' 
and "Basic "• Since these distributions are identical, the 
a 
correlstion between them is unity* 
To approxiroate the coMitions of test constructioa in 
which reliability Is obtained the construction of two forM 
of a test by choosing odd and even-nurabered iteas, fora® 1, 
2 and II» were developed by allowing "Baaic^" and "Basic^" to 
fluctuate 1:^ adding 0 or 1 at random to each of the 20 beslo 
values with the use of a table of random numbers. Forms 1 and I 
may then be interpreted as representing the split halves or 
subtests of a raessuring instrument, form 1 being the scores obtained 
on the odd-numbered iteas and form I being the scores obtained oa 
the even-nurabered items for 20 subiects. The same interpretation 
may be made for fornja 2 and !!• The columns entitled "Total" 
represent the sura of the tuo forms of each test. 
The introduction of variable errors into the originally 
perfectly-correlated tesic distributions results in lowering 'Wie 
obtained correlations. Satisfactorj'- foraulas for correction for 
attenuation should yield estl-nates virying from unity only 
because of chance corabinationa. Since there are only 20 hypo­
thetical subjects involved, the assigniaent of 0 and 1 at randco 
to their scores might be expected to yield unusual estimtes 
siEply because of chance combinations among the foiir forms. The 
foregoing procedure was therefore repeated ten times to provide 
ten sets of distributions, each of tshich was made up of foras 1, 
I, 2 and II which represents a wider range of conditions than 
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vould »iat if fever deoonstratloas had been used* The use of 
tea demonstrations also allowed an overall or eoablnation of 800 
values to be observed, thus lessening the probability of getting 
results vhieh might have been greatly influenced ehanee 
coabinatioa* 
Proa the four forms eonstrueted with the use of the basic 
distributions it wls possible to compute four inter- and two in^ra-
area oorrvlstions for each of the ten demonstrations and for the 
eombined or total demonstration* 
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fable 2 
niustratioji of Demonstration Construetlon> Correlation Ibiitj 
.ZsaU yotal Basle JEsEE. 
' 1 I (1*I) « 2 II 
22 23 23 46 22 23 22 45 
23 23 24 47 23 23 23 46 
23 24 24 48 23 24 24 48 
24 24 24 48 24 25 25 
24 25 24 49 24 25 25 50 
24 25 24 49 24 24 24 48 
25 26 26 52 25 25 25 50 
25 26 25 51 25 26 26 52 
25 26 25 51 25 25 25 50 
25 26 25 51 25 25 25 50 
26 26 26 52 26 26 26 52 
26 27 26 53 26 27 27 54 
26 26 26 52 26 27 27 53 
26 26 27 53 26 27 27 53 
27 27 28 55 27 27 27 55 
27 27 27 54 27 28 28 55 
27 27 27 54 27 27 27 55 
28 29 29 58 28 28 28 57 
28 29 28 57 28 29 29 57 
29 29 30 59 29 29 29 58 
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Table 3 
Inter- and Intra-Area Correlations for Ten 
Beaoostratlonst Correlatloa 
BeiKm- • CkMrrelatloM 
stratioa ^ ^ j_2 III 12 ZU 2 11 
1 .919 .941 .929 .930 .905 .920 
2 .924 .943 .954 .91T .925 .942 
3 .935 .899 .921 •913 .920 .940 
4 .94? .919 .924 .927 .915 .949 
5 .930 .946 .956 .953 .945 .923 
6 .953 .934 .938 .931 .922 .928 
? .933 .896 .896 .897 .898 .966 
8 .909 .929 .968 .966 .93? .955 
9 .955 .938 .912 .965 .933 .933 
10 .904 .899 .943 .925 .924 .941 
fotal .926 .920 .929 .930 .919 .935 
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Table 4 
^p^troaa-^rovB Estisates for Intra-Area Ccarelatioiui 
and Total Form Correlations for Ten Cemonstrationst 
Correlation Unity 
Bemoastratioa Speazmn-^ovn 
EstiBi&te 
'^ll 
Spearmn Brown 
Estimate 
**2 n 
Total Fora 
Correlaticn 
'<1+I)(2+II) 
1 .958 .958 •964 
2 i m  .970 .968 
3 .966 .969 •946 
4 .973 .974 .946 
5 .964 .960 •986 
6 .976 .963 .960 
7  .f65 .983 .919 
8  .952 .977 .983 
9 •977 .965 •963 
10 •950 .970 •961 
Tot»l .962 .966 .968 
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5 
Average Inter- and Intra-Area Correlations for T«a 
DemonstratioBS, Correlation tfnity 
SemoB- Average Intei*area Average Intra-Area 
Btratioa Correlation Correlation 
(rj^ ) (r,) 
.902 .927 
.936 .934 
.914 .938 
.922 .948 
.950 .927 
.931 .942 
.897 .952 
.953 .936 
.940 .945 
10 .925 .931 
Total .931 .925 
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Ths intereorrelations for the ten demonatrationa and the 
total demonstration are shown in Table 3* With the exception 
of the seventh deaonstration in which the interarea correlations 
are all relatiTely low, the correlation («)effioient8 are 
dlatrilmted in no discernible pattern* 
In fable 4 are shown the Speaman-Brown estisates for 
the correlations between foms 1-1 and 2 • II after having 
been stepped up by the formila 2 T , The total fora 
1 • r 
corralatioBSf (l+l)(2^II), are also shown in tiiis table* 
The Spea.TmBXk»^asn estimates* and the total fora correlations 
are ttswl in the solution of the Kelly-ftill forsala for correetioa 
for attenuatioa* 
In fable $ are shown the average inter- and intra-area 
correlations for the ten denonstrations and for the total 
deaonstration. fhe average interarea correlations, » 
represent the average of the four interarea eorrelatioisa, 
*"1 TT* ''t  ^ sjad r . The average intra-area 
12 1 II 12 I II 
coirelatioffiiy r^, represent the average of the two intereorrelations, 
J and Both averages, and 1^, l»ve been obtained by 
Bse of the fuaetioa ^ j.  
111. 
1 " r 
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fhe aTerage later- aod iatra-area eorrelations shoim in Table 
5 are utilised in the solutioa of the proposed foraala for 
eorrection for attenuation* 
From the data shown in Tables 3* 4 and 5* it vaa possil^ 
to eoapute the corrections for attenuation according to the five 
fonaulas previously discussed* The various estimates of the true 
correlation in the dlstrilmtions for each o£ the ten demonstratioas 
aad for the ooahisAd deaonstrations ure shomn in TaKLe 6* 
In the first eolumof fable (t, entitled Correetion for 
Atteauationf Kelly-fttllt are shown the estiKtes of the true 
correlation in the tea demonstrations and the combined desonstration 
coaipttted with the use of the foraala 
r 
00 2r 2r 
I ; 
I4r , y 1+r 
1 I ' 2+II 
In the seoond column of Table 6 are shown the eorrelations 
corrected for attenuation by the use of Spearaaats foraala 
*^ 1 2 ' II • 'l 2 ' II 
r " " 
eo u \a 
i' '^ 2 n' 
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Tbe eorreeted oorrelations in the third eolmta have 
been obtained by rising Cureton and Ihmlap*s fcaraola 
J. » 2 * II * 2 ^  II 
In the fourth eoluan are shown the oorrelatlona corrected 
t<xc attenttatlon with the use of the fonsula 
, —i 
00 
V ij) 
vhleh has hmn suggested b^ Peters acd 7an Voorhis* Although ik> 
aeth«i for areraging the r*s in the auawrator was proposed, ^  
function -J . _ 
1/2 log  ^
1 • r 
was used b«re« 
In the flfldi column the eorrelatloE^ haw been corrected 
for attenuatloB biy using the fonrala here proposed 
In addition to the correlations corrected for attenuation 
showia in Table 6« tiie ten deaonstrations were treated by the use 
of the F-test for significance of departure from homogeneity# 
proposed fomula is 
1 • r - 2r 
W k 
P 
•36«» 
Table 6 
Cozreetlons for Attenuation and ?-mlues for fen 
D«aonBtrationa, Corralation Unity 
Jivmnr' Correction for Attooaiatlca 
action Kelly-
Hull %)eaxma 
Cureton- Petera-
l^onlap ¥an7oorhia Propoaed 
F-
Talm 
1 1.006 1.007 1.007 1.008 1.023 .49 
2 1.003 l.Olf 1.074 1.075 1.001 1.^  
3 .9?8 .9T4 .974 1.001 .978 .44 
4 .9T2 
00 
•
 .972 1.000 •975 •33 
5 1.025 1.025 1.018 1.001 1.021 1.92 
.990 .985 •990 1.002 .990 .68 
T .944 .945 .945 .997 .948 .07 
8 1.019 1.020 1.020 1.005 1.016 1.72 
9 .992 .999 .993 1.001 .996 .83 
10 1.001 1.000 1.000 .991 .994 .84 
Total 1.004 .994 .994 .994 U00$ 1.03 
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In none of the deaonstrations was the F-valae for 
deparfcore from hoaogeneitgr significant* Fluctuations among 
the sizes of the ten F-^lues in fable 6 are aaaU* The F-Talue 
for the oombinai demonstrations closely approxiaates the 
variance ratio which would be expected from duplicate diatributions 
aM hcBSogeneity has not been disproven* 
Inspection of the correlations corrected for attenuation 
in Table 6 indicates that the fire foximilas are all relatively 
satisfactory for removing the effect errors of observation 
under the circxiRBtances is^sed in the demonstrations* Biffwrenoes 
among the estiaated true correlations are so slight in most 
eases as to be etteibutable to systematic errors of rounding 
numb<^s in the process of e<MBputati<m* 
Fro® the ten foregoing deaonstrations it was concluded that 
the five formulas for eorrection for attenaation were equally 
satisfactory for removing the effect of variable errors of 
observation when similarity of means aad standard deviatiozui 
in the four test forma was lapoaed. 
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B* Correlation Less Than Unity 
In the foregoing desonstratioaa of the foranlas for 
eorreotion for attenuatios the condition of approxinately equal 
varianees in Idle foz^ was imposed* Furthert the hypothetieal 
reliahilitiee of the two f oras throughout the dmonstrations were 
all relatively high* In actual praetiee, this condition will 
seldom prevail* It was considered desirable to develop deeton-
atrations in which the estimates of the true correlation might be 
observed and in which diff#»r«i»e8 between reliabilities would 
be imposed* 
To approximate test oonstraetion conditions of measnreiMnt 
where reliabilities of the two forms are not equal, l^e two 
iMuilc distributions used in the former demonstrations were altered 
in a slightly different mjcaier than that used for constructing 
the d«Bonst»tion in which the true correlation was unity* fo 
develop two sets of odd-even distributioiui which would yield tmequal 
reliabilities, Basie^ was made to fluctuate 0 or 1 at rs-ndom and 
Basle was made to fluctuate 0 to 9 at random* in illustratioa 
a 
of this procedure is shown in Table 7* 
Forcing unequal amiabilities lowers the true correlation from 
unity and the extent to which this is done is indefinite* In the 
followii^ ten dwonstrations the true correlation is somewhat 
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Table ? 
Illustration of Demonstration Con8tnJction» 
Correlation Less Than UnitQr 
Basic 
1 
fOMI Total Basic 
2 
For® Total 
1 I (1^ 2 II (2+II) 
22 23 23 46 22 26 24 $0 
23 23 24 47 23 32 27 59 
23 24 24 48 23 28 32 60 
24 24 24 48 24 29 30 59 
24 25 24 48 24 29 30 59 
24 25 24 49 24 28 30 59 
25 26 26 52 25 33 33 66 
25 26 25 51 25 28 29 57 
25 26 25 51 25 30 28 58 
25 26 25 51 25 27 27 54 
26 26 26 52 26 27 31 58 
26 27 26 53 26 28 35 63 
26 26 26 52 26 29 27 56 
26 26 27 53 26 32 30 62 
27 27 28 55 27 34 34 68 
27 27 27 5* 27 34 27 61 
27 27 27 54 27 28 35 63 
28 29 29 58 28 36 31 67 
28 29 29 58 28 37 34 71 
29 29 30 59 29 38 35 73 
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leas than unl"ty, though high. Some reriation in the size of 
the estia»tes of the true correlation woiild be expected sine# 
only ^ values were used In constructing each form* However, 
the method of procedure in constructing each demonstration 
WB8 the seme. 
The four interarca and ttio intra-area correlations for 
each of the tea demons tretlone and the combined or total 
deaonstration are shoim in Table 8# All the intra-area corre-
latlone for the fonas developed frcw Basic * r , are higher 
1 IX 
than the intra-area correlations obtained froa Baslc^, 
In the third demonstration r Is negative, which prohibits 
^ jLJK 
the application of all but the proposed corTOctlon for 
attemuition foraula in this dettonetratloa* 
The Spadnaan-Browa cstiraates for each for® and for the total 
fora correlations are shown in Table 9* The negative correlation 
in the third deiK^nstration nade the Spearaan-l^own estimates 
Inappropriate In this instance* 
The average intear- and intra-area correlations obtain^ 
by the function l/2 log. ±-—1 are shown in Table 10. 
1 - r 
The results of solving the various formulas for correetloa 
for attenuation are shown in Talde 11 with tlM F-val^sfl»r 
significance of departure from homogeneity for the ten desu^n-
stratloas and for the combined demonstrations* 
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Table 8 
later- and Intra-Area Correlations for Tea Deaonstratloaa, 
Gorrelation Less Than Unity 
Cemn- GorrclatioBg 
stratioa 
'^ l II 2 ''l n 'l 2 **1 11 **2 n 
1 .919 .672 .594 .805 .629 .475 
2 .924 •547 .278 .659 .511 .497 
3 .935 .450 .247 .508 .283 -.114 
4 •944 .509 .556 .488 .542 .:^ 4 
5 •930 .481 .377 .416 .351 .491 
6  .953 .395 .547 .392 .434 .102 
7  .933 .769 .590 .794 .500 .575 
8 .909 .573 .497 .575 .591 .604 
9  .955 .637 .528 .619 .477 .648 
10 .904 .472 .493 •466 .588 .351 
Total .926 .537 .469 .561 .484 .409 
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f ata« 9 
SpeaFaan*lroi>B IstlBates for In1^a~4rea CorreXatioas and 
fetal Form Correlations for f«B DeiK^nstratioBSt 
Correlations Less ^Hian Init^ 
£ieaoii* 
str&tioa 
SpeajnMm*Broiin 
Estlaat* 
'll 
Spearsan-Brown 
Istiaat* 
^^ 2 II 
Total Score 
Correlatioa 
^(l*I)(2+n) 
1 >9SS •644 .807 
2 ,960 .664 .637 
3 - .588 
4 .971 .565 .637 
5 .964 .659 .545 
6 .976 .185 .600 
7 .965 .730 •764 
g 
.952 .753 .638 
9 .972 .786 .634 
10 .950 .520 .632 
fota .962 .581 .630 
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Table 10 
Average Inter- and Intra-Area Correlatioas for Tea 
BeMiuitratioiui, CorrelatloQ Less Thaa ^nity 
Ik»moa> 
stratioB 
tirersige Istararea 
CorrelatioB 
Average Intm*£rM 
Cffirrelatloa 
1 .685 .782 
2 •511 .793 
3 *371 .659 
4 .524 .799 
5 .410 .799 
6 .444 .754 
f .682 .824 
8 .560 .803 
9 .569 .869 
10 .50T .731 
total .514 .775 
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Table U 
Correetioas for Attenuatioa ajad F-TsJues for Ten Jpeaonstratlossy 
Correlation Less Than Viiity 
D«aoii» Gorrectioa fosr Atteanatioa 
stratioa lelly-
ftiTT Spearwn 
Curetoo-
Donlap 
Petere-
TaaToorhia Propose 
F-
Value 
1 1.027 1.017 1.022 1.037 .926 1.89 
2 .798 .702 .736 .754 .794 3.72«» 
3 - «• - - .994 2.65* 
4 .860 .858 .859 .859 .801 3.74»* 
5 .684 .597 .601 .607 .746 4.87** 
6 1.412 1.405 1.418 1.424 .793 3.52** 
T .910 .914 .906 .931 .886 2.61* 
8 .754 .753 .754 .756 .816 3.47** 
9 .725 .714 .719 .723 .754 5.58** 
10 .899 .892 .896 .900 .850 2.67* 
Total .843 .831 .833 .835 .815 3.32** 
R^ttired for aignificance 2.15* 
3.00«» 
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The degree of eigniflcanee of the departure from h(^ogeiMlty 
ladlleated ty the P-value is designated by two asteriska for one 
per eent signlficanee and one asterisk for five per cent aigni-
ficanee* With 19 and 19 degrees of freedom, a value of 2*15 is 
required for five per cent significaiuse and 3*00 for one per eent 
signlficanee, and with 199 and 199 degrees of freedoa, 1.26 and 
1»39» respectively. 
Of the ten demonstrations and the combined demonstration, the 
hypothesis of homogeneity is refut«i at the five per eent level of 
confidenee in ten demonstrations and at the one per cent level la 
•even. In only the first d^onstration is nonhoBogen^ity not 
indicated and in this deaonstration all oorreetlons for attenuation 
have yielded estinates close to unity. 
From inspection of the relative sizes Miong the F-valaes and 
the relative sizes amot^ the correlations corrected for attenuation 
by use of the proposed formula, it is aj^rent that the relation 
of the demonstrations within these two measures is not ffinetly 
the same. This di8crei»)My results from basing the F-vel»B oa 
evidence available from l^e existing correlatloxis, whereas tlw 
corrected correlations are estimates of the relation wcisting with 
perfectly reliable forms of a teat. 
Skie four forssulas for correction for attenuation, Kelly-Hull, 
Spearman, Careton-Dunlap and Peters-VanYborMs all yields varying 
estimates among the ten demonstrations. Although tl» practice of 
reporting corrects eoi^elations as being no higher than unity' 
ha® been proposed, formlas which yield estimstes considerably 
higher than unity in sosse instances suggest serious consid^ation 
of the accuracy of the estimates yielded in other instances* 
Of the five forsRilas for correction for attenuation, the 
proposed formula is the only oto which is not rendered inappropriate 
by the presence of the negative correlation in the tiiiird 
deaonstration* 
the five formLas for correctioa for attenuation yielded 
estimates for the combined deaonstrations which do not vary greatly* 
Cabining the ten demonstrations has apparently had a tendency 
to eliminate the effect of unusual fluctuations resulting from 
small nunber of cases in each deiKsnstration* 
It was concluded frcm these demonstrations that tibie proposed 
forsmlft for corireetion for attenuation yielded estimtes of t^ 
tr^ correlation which were more vaaltoxm tlurn the estiaates yielded 
lay the use of the other foraailas. When greater numbers of cases 
were considered, however, the five forimilas did not vary greatly 
in size of their estimates* 
'Ciwrles C. Peters and Welter E. TaaVocxrhis* Statisticail 
procedures and tlwir aatheaatical bases* Hew 7ork« McQraw* 
SiU Book Company* 1940* p. 204* 
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C. Unlike &isic Distributions 
Uader mjsy cireosiatanees of test construction en estlsate 
of th« true correlation betneen a^soreisents of disaindlar 
behavior etemcterlstios is desired. In such a sitiuition it is 
unlikely that the true correlation iK>ald ever be unity* It is 
also imlikely Idiat the reliabilities would be equal* 
To approxifflste a testing situation in which the reliabilities 
are unequal and the true correlation is less than unity, 
hypothetical test fona were constructed from "Basic^" aM 
"Basic * sk3«n in Table 12* form 1 and I vere oonstructed by 
3 
aakii^ "Basic " fluctuate 0 or 1 at random* *:^ie " ms 
1 3 
constructed Iqr oaking "&isie^" fluctuate 0 to 3 at random* Forms 
2 and II vere constructed by making "Basie^* fluctuate 0 to 9 
at raMoffi* 
fhe foregoing procedure was again repeated ten times to 
yield ten deaonstrations using 20 otses ami a combined or total 
demonstration of 2{X> cases* 
fhe six inter- and in^a-area correlations mere craqmted 
for the four forms in the demonstrations* These inter- and intra-
area correlations are shown in Table 13* correlation between 
forms 2 and II in the fourth demonstration is negative* Whereas 
the intre-area correlations for 1 and I are relatively uniform 
throughout the ten demonstrations, considerable variation is evident 
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aaM>Qg the interarea correlations, 1 2^ 1 II, I 2, I II, and th« 
intra-area correlations, 2 II. 
The Spearaan-Broun estliates for the intra-area correlations 
and the total fora correlations a^e shonn in Table 14. The 
SpearBas-Brown estimates were inappropriate for the fourth deooo-
stration because of the negatlTO value for 
IRie average inter- and intra-area correlations obtained 
the use of the fnoetioB 
are ahom in Table 15* 
Tlw data In fables 13* 14 and 15 yielded ^Miffiei^ts of 
e<n*rel&tion8 eorreeted for attenuation according to the resolte 
shomi in fable l6* !%• F-valties for a ignifleasee of departure froB 
homogeneity for the deaonatratione based on unlike basic dlBtributions 
•re also shown in Table l6* 
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Table 12 
Illustration of De^nstretion Construction* 
Unlike Basic Distributions 
Basle^ Foxw fotal ^tsle Fora Yotel 
* 1 I (l+I) 3 2 II (2>II) 
22 23 22 45 24 27 26 53 
23 23 23 46 26 35 28 63 
23 24 24 48 25 27 26 53 
24 25 25 50 28 34 37 71 
24 25 25 50 26 32 34 66 
24 25 24 49 26 31 26 57 
25 26 25 51 26 34 32 66 
25 26 26 52 27 33 31 64 
25 25 25 50 26 28 31 59 
25 25 25 50 28 35 37 72 
26 27 26 53 29 30 38 68 
26 27 27 54 27 30 35 65 
26 26 27 53 30 39 37 76 
26 26 27 53 28 37 33 70 
27 28 27 55 29 29 38 67 
27 27 28 55 31 39 33 72 
27 28 27 55 30 36 38 74 
28 29 28 57 31 31 38 69 
28 28 29 57 30 33 39 72 
29 29 29 58 30 31 30 61 
'$0m 
Table 13 
Inter* &nd In'l^a*Area Ck>rrelatioii8 for Tea 
Demonstrations, Unlike Basic Clstrikitions 
Demon­
stration 
C<Mrrelation> 
i I 1 2 1 II I 2 I II 2 n 
1 .920 .131 .629 .334 .610 .492 
2 .942 .591 .59? .574 .586 .620 
3 .940 .667 .740 .662 .750 .428 
4 .949 .298 .185 .371 .108 - .083 
5 .923 *511 .324 .559 .489 .142 
6 .928 .483 .542 .405 .362 .154 
f ,966 .552 .546 .606 .581 .654 
8 .955 .682 .514 .674 .635 
9 .933 .802 .792 .718 .280 .140 
10 .941 .611 .662 .528 .633 .499 
Total .935 .519 .T21 »522 .46? .341 
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Table 14 
Spearm!a*&^}im Estimates ftnr Intra«*Area Correlations 
and Total form Correlations for Ten D^>n8tratioBS» 
Ualike Basie Distriteitio&s 
SemoBstratioa Spearaaa-foovn 
EstlBftte 
*1 I 
Spearaaa-Brovn 
Estimate 
r 2 II 
Total form 
Correlation 
'^(l*I)<2*n) 
1 .958 ,660 .560 
2 .9T0 .765 .650 
3 .969 .599 .845 
4 - - .366 
5 .960 .249 .745 
4 .963 .267 .595 
7 .983 .791 .633 
8 .99T .777 .652 
9 .965 .246 •644 
10 .970 .666 .7U 
total •966 •509 •630 
Tal^s 15 
Average Inter- and Intra-Area Correlations for Tea 
Seaonstratlons* 17nlike Basie Sistributlons 
Besioastraticm Average Interarea Arer&gm Iati&«>Area 
CorrelatloB Correlation 
(F^) (?,) 
1 •448 .787 
2 .587 .845 
3 .707 .799 
4 .244 .701 
5 .475 .704 
6 .451 .716 
7 .572 .886 
8 .601 .866 
9 .677 .766 
10 .611 
00 
•
 
total .567 772 
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InspeetioB of the F-velues shoim in Table l6 ladleatea 
t)»t the combined dwBonstrations yielded departure frcra 
h<siogenelt3r significant at the five per eeat level but sot 
significant at the one per cent level of oonfidence* The f" 
Tslues varied more among the ten demonstrations in Table 16 
than tlus ten deBonstratioos in Table 11 or 6* Of the 11 f-
values in Table 16, three reaeh^ five per cent bat not om 
per cent signifieanee, and six others were significant at the 
one p^ cent level. 
As in Tabic the proposed formoLa yielded wartt unifom 
estimates of the true correlation than the other forsmlas for 
correction for attenuation. Hone of the estimates of the true 
correlation <»;oeed«d unity «hen the proposed foroula ms used 
for the correction* The negative correlation between 2 II la 
the fourth demonstration rendered the other formalas laai^ropriate* 
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Table l6 
Correctiono for Attenuation and F-values for 
fen Sesonstratloiug, SnXike Basic Distrilmtlons 
- Gorrectioa for Attenaatioa 
strai^ on Kelly- Qaretoai* Peters- F-
fioU Spearaaa Danlap Vanfooriiis Proposed Taloe 
1 .704 .535 .633 .667 .762 4.18«« 
2 .754 .768 .768 .768 .794 *.33** 
3 1.109 l.UO 1.111 1.115 .928 1.92 
4 
- - -
«• 
.754 4.06*» 
5 1.524 1.275 1.300 1.312 •
 
CD
 
2.55* 
6 1.173 1.173 1.185 1.193 .831 2.87* 
7 .718 .718 .719 .720 .736 6.51«* 
8 .757 .756 .763 .772 .782 4.96«* 
9 1.322 1.654 1.793 1.873 .968 1.36 
10 .885 .885 •888 .892 .841 3.23** 
Total .898 .978 .987 1.004 .852 2.80« 
Required for eigaifieanoe 5^ 2.15* 
2^  3.00«« 
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If. APPLICATION OF PROPOSED FORMOIAS 
To demonstrate the applleation of the F-test for signlficaoee 
of departure frwa h^tgeneity and the proposed eorreetioa t&t 
attenuatloa, several situatioE^ in vhleh the formlas are appropriate 
vere seleeted* test situations for IMs deaonstration «er« 
ehosen to represent different types of cireonstanees where the 
formulas can be applied* In choosing the test situations eaphesis 
was plaeed on awilability of test data and appropriateness* and 
only (me test of eaeh of ^e various types was used. The purpose of 
the following deaonstratioos of application is to illustrate the 
•ethod of applyii^ the fojnnilas rather than to deteraine 
eharaeteristics of the speeifie testing iastnuents thouelves. 
A. Aptitude 
The Aseri«an Council on Edueation Psyehological Sxaainatioa 
for eoUege freshnen yields scores for two general areas of aeatal 
processes. Scores on the following subtests are combined to fora 
the Quantitative scorei 
Arithaetie Reasoning 
Ilbmber Series 
Figure Analogies. 
Scores on the following subtests are ccmbined to fora the 
Lingtiistie score I 
Saae • Op^sites 
Coiapletion 
Verbal Analogies. 
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Twenty-three minutes testing time ere allowed for the Quantitative 
area and fifteen minutes for the Linguistic area* 
Separate norms for the two sets of scores have been published 
with the ii^ication that "Q-scores represent the ability to think 
in quantitative t^ms and the L^scores depei^ upon linguistic 
abiHty*»* 
Two forma fer each general area were designed by desigmting the 
odd- and even-numbered itms. The four foros were scored for a sa^le 
of $0 freshmen entering the Iowa State College ia 1947* 
The four interarea and the two intra-area correlations eoraputed 
froa scores of the four forms are shown in Table 17* intra-area 
Table 17 
Inter- and Intoa-Area Correlations of the kCM 
Ungttlstie 
Odd Even Odd Even 
Q Odd - .^6 .679 
^ Svea *928 .5^5 .654 
J, Odd 
Even .927 
coefficients of reliability, stepped up by the Speaman-&rown forstula 
were .963 for the Quantitative area and .962 for the Linguistic area. 
Uaeriean Council on Eduoation. Ifanaal of instructions, 
psyclMslogical exaadnation for collie freshnen. Washii^ton, D. C., 
4aerican Council on Education. 1945* P» 7. 
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When the four Interarea eorrelatlons and the two intra-area 
eorrelations were average 1:^ use of the funetlon 
l/Z log^ 1 . jp 
and were found to be .623 awi *928 reBpeetively* Substituting 
r^ and r^ into the foraula for testing the significance of departure 
from homogeneity 
F • 
the foratula beeaae 
1 • .928 - 2(.623) .682 . 
F »  ' ' '  •  — — «  f  , 4 7  
1 - .928 .0T2 
ConsultiE^ Snedeeor*s Ti&ble of F* with 49 and 49 degrees ef fre^os, 
the F-value of 9.47 is found to be highly significant. The 
l^rpothesis of homogeneity between the Q and L areas of the Arorieaa 
C^neil on Education PsyehologioaX i^amination is rejected sinew 
subjects are f<mnd to react differently to itaos within mre&g than 
to itrais between areas. 
To obtain an indication of the extent to which the two areas 
of the Aswrioan Council on Education Psychological Bxaaination would 
be correlated if both areas were perfectly reliablet the average 
inter- and intra-area correlations were substituted into the proposed 
fornula for correction for attenuati<m 
«58"' 
r --y 1 « r® • r® 
00 1 "A 
aad it laeosM 
- V 1 - (.928)® • (.623)® • .726 
The eoefficient of correlation oorreeted for attenuation in thia 
Banner si^gests that there is some overlapping between the aental 
pirocesses neaaured hy thie test* but that the trm ecMrrelation is 
considerably less than unity. 
B« Interest 
Ihe Wert^iljrster Attitxide Toward Farming Scale^ yields 
scores for two areast i.e.* faming as a Toeatlomtl choice and 
faraing as a way of life. Although this scale was originally 
suggested for use as a measure of attitudeSf norms have been 
established for this instruaent with the prospect of using it as a 
aeasure of vocational interest.® The scale was selected for 
dewsnstration purposes as an Interest testy sit^ its scoring does 
not yield Interdependent relationships as may be the case with 
Interest tests conposed of comparison-type itms. 
copy of this test is shown in the A|qpendix. 
®Alonso M. Myeter. Construction and validation of a scale for 
the measurement of attitude toward farming* Unpublished Ph.P. Thesis. 
Ames, Iowa. Iowa State College Library. 1943* 
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The test consiBts of 4-6 items and responses are recorded 
on a five-point response scale. In computing the scores on tkU 
instr^eat the responses are weighted 0, 1, 2» 4, the higher 
Talues Indicating a preference toward farming. Nineteen it«sui 
comprise the vocational area of the instroaent and 27 Items conpriae 
the «sy of life area. The test is not tiaed, bat the average length 
of tiae for responding ia about 15 ainutea for the 46 iten»« 
The test was adainistered to 50 high school seniors and four 
scores were obtained hQr scoring the odd- and even-mmbered it«w 
for the two areas. Spearmaa-lrowB reliability coefficients were 
found to be .692 for the way of life area and .8?8 for the vocational 
area for this groiQ> of subjects. 
The inter- ar^ intra-area correlations for the four fcaras of 
the two areas are shown in Table 18. 
Tteble 18 
later- and Intra«4rea Correlations of the Wert-lfyster Scale 
Area ... Way cf Idfe 
Odd Evea Odd EvMt 
Vocation 
Odd 
Bvea 
.653 .517 
.777 .700 »498 
Idfe 
Odd 
Iven .521 
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Hie average interarea correlation, was found to be .599 
and the average Intra-arcA correlation, was found to be 
When the foregoing values of 7^ aiad were subetituted into 
the formula for testing the significance of departure from 
homogeneity, solution yielded an F-value of 1»42* ^ith 49 and 49 
degrees of freedom, this F«val<Mi is found to be m}nsignificaat« 
'^he responses of subjects to items within an area do not differ 
significant^ from responses of subjects to itons between areas, 
he»se the soil hypothesis is not rejected* 
When the values of and were wbstituted into the proposed 
formula for correction for attenuation, the corrected correlation 
was found to be «955* ^e desirability of developing separate 
norms for each area of the Wert-]|yster Attitude Toward Farming Scale 
would be questioimble, since homogeneity was not disproved and sino# 
the coefficient of eorrelation corrected for attenuation a]^proached 
uni^» 
C. Attitude 
The Frits Test of Cynicism which has been labeled "Practical 
Policy Test*' in an attwapt to increase validity of subject 
responses, has been staiuiardised on the basis of total score only* 
*Charles 0* Neidt* Analysis of otdlege student reaction to 
the Fritz test of cynicism* Unpublished M. S* Cxesis* Ames, Iowa* 
Iowa State College Li1»«ry* 1947* 
Howerer, Inspection of the 200 test items reveals that the Iteias 
are subject to classification with respect to cynical attitasiB 
toward several institutions. To test the significance of depertar# 
from iKfiaogeneity aaong seven areas caapoaed of test items 
coacerning cynical attitudes toward different institutions, ten 
itena^ perteiniag to each of se'v^a nore or less distinct areas were 
designated* Tlrase areas vem called politics* business, labor* 
religion, imrriage, education and wealth depending on the 
institution concerned* 
The subject responds to each itesi along a fouropoint response 
scale Slid highly cynical responses are weighted 2^ oildly ^itdcal 
responses 1 and the two opposite responses are assigned 0 in 
comimting the score* Data for this deaoaxstration included scores 
for 403 Iowa State College students collected during 1945» 19^ 
and 1947* 
Odd and even scores for each of the seven areas were obtained 
hy weighting the responses to each of the ten iteas in an area* % 
roBaining 130 iteas wra not used in the analysis, although "Uie 
laetbod here described does not exclude their use* Ten items for eaeh 
area were chosen primarily for convenience in computation. 
Although the test is untinwd, it is estiiaated that about six 
minutes per area, and about 45 minutes for the 70 iteaa are required. 
^Items comprising the seven areas are shown in the Appendix. 
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Tim Sp^ratan-Browtt reliability coefficients for the aeiren 
areas, for the 70 items and for the entire test of 200 iteoSf 
are shova in l^ble 19* Inspection of the reliability ooeffieient 
Table 19 
SpeaxmBo&roim Beliability C^ffieients of 
the Frits Test of Cynicisa 
Area Ho* of Iteaus Beliability Coefficient* 
Politics 10 .748 
Bttsiness 10 .793 
Labor 10 .736 
Religion 10 .336 
Marriage 10 .719 
Education 10 .628 
Wealth 10 .764 
Seven Areas 70 .877 
Entire Test 200 .947 
for the areas under oonsideration rereals that with th« exception of 
area of religion* the reliability eoeffieients are satisfactory 
for aimlysis, particularly when the saall naaber of iteos in Mieh 
area is considered* 
Table 20 
Inter- and latra-Area Correlations of the Frita Test of CjTxiciaM 
Odd" Wfa^^ 
Ivea Odd Eren Odd Sven Odd ]l^en Odd ]^en Odd Eren Odd Even 
Pelitica .598 
Odd .498 #519 .415 •311 .231 »180 .384 . 289 . 219 . 369 .583 .491 
Even .507 .471 .297 .241 .424 . 254 . 343 . 236 . 255 .373 . 547 .515 
Iteeiness .657 
Odd .324 .335 . 243 . 223 .260 . 261 .241 .404 .63I .584 
Ev»n .327 .354 .351 .447 .289 .288 .238 .345 .605 .534 
Labor .584 
Odd .100 .149 .201 .165 .094 .174 .343 .269 • 
Ewn .058 .099 .156 .089 .008 .176 .262 .239 ^ 
Religion .224 
Odd .180 .141 .203 .217 .244 .237 
Cren .198 .077 .104 .133 .265 .260 
Harrlage .554 
Odd .194 .252 .452 .226 
Even .209 ,2T5 .345 .240 
Education .458 
Odd .372 .339 
Even .383 .342 
Wealth .618 
Odd 
IJven 
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the data needed for testing the slgzxificance of departure 
from hoaogeneity are shown in Table 20* fhtta* for an over»all 
test of significance aaoog the aeven areas* • *5^ (for all aeren 
Intra-area eorrelationa}* and • .SOI (for all 84 interar^ 
eorrelatioBs}* 
Substituting, the formula then beeaae 
• 1 • 538 > 2(.30l) ^ ^  
t * • 2«04« 
1 - .538 
The numbers of degrees of freedom are 2394 and 399. By consulting 
Snedeoor's Table of F, the departux  ^ from homogeneity is found to 
be highly significant* 
Similarly^ it is also possible to caspute separately the F«> 
values for each pair of areas* The results of such analysis are 
shown in Table 21* Inspection of this table reveals that each 
area is nonhoisogeneous with each other enrea at the one per cent 
level of confidence with 399 and 399 degrees of freedoa* 
The proposed correction for attenuation also lends itself to 
the approaches used in the foregoing dOTonstration of the P-test 
for significance of departure froa homogeneity, i*e*, over-all 
analysis of the areas and comparison of each area i»ith other areas* 
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Table 21 
F-Valuea Between Areas of the Frit* Test of Cynleiss 
Rainess labor Beliglon Marriage £dueatioa Wealth 
Polities 1.69 2.34 1.54 2.24 1.97 1.37 
Business 2.52 1.54 2.TO 2.19 2.19 
Labor 2.10 2.93 2.73 2.34 
Religion 1.93 1.70 1.68 
iferriage 2.12 2.30 
Idttcation 1.91 
Required for algnlficanee 1«19 
1.29 
Substituting the values of and into the proposed fomula 
for correction for attenuation for an over-all measure, the 
foraula beeawi 
*00 1 - (.538)* • (301)« - .894 
Tim restilts of obtaining the corrected eojrrelation between 
each pair of areas are shown in Table 22. The greatest decree 
of overlapping between two areas was found for business and 
wealth and the leaidt degree of relationship between labor and 
aarriage. 
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fable 22 
Proposed Correotioiis for Attenuatioa Between Areas of 
^le Fritz Test of Cynlelsa 
BosliwM Labor BellgioB Marriage Edueatlcm Wealth 
Politics .924 .867 .944 •854 .900 .95T 
Business .852 .941 .840 .880 .970 
Labor .913 .836 .859 .869 
Religion .924 .945 .932 
Marriage .892 .870 
Education .904 
Achleveneat 
Appraisal of achleTeoe&t Is geoerally considered satisfactory 
oaly to the extent to which behavior Indicate bgr eotirse obJeetlTes 
has been evaluated* In the construction of achleveaent tests It is 
desirable to ascertain the degree to which eotirse objectives most 
be broken down before hoaogeneous behavior Is evidenced* Ftirtiier, 
it is desirable to determine homogeneity aawng various objectives 
of a course. Since several approaches are usually available for 
evaltiatlng pupil behavior* for example, essay- and objective-type 
testsf 'ttie degree of homogeneous bdiavlor elicited by dlffwent 
types of tests is also appropriate for evaluation for hcwiogenelty. 
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One example of each of the three foregoing clreumstanees 
was chosen for the following demonstration of the proposed formulas. 
A single objective which included different areas of subject matter 
was selected froa conservation education. Evaluation among 
several objectives of a couzvc in elwnentarj educational statistics 
was chosen for the second demonstratioai ai^ the demonstration of 
essay versus objective-type forms of a test was selected from 
home economics* 
I* Single Obiective. 
k test of information of conservation of natural resources^ 
was administered to 48 ninth-grade pupils* Although the test 
includt^ only one objective, the recall of conservation informtion, 
the items from the test were classified into four areasi wildlife, 
forests, water aM soils* Two scores, one for odd and one for even 
items, were obtained for each area* The test® consists of multiple-
choice items with five choices and testing time is about one hour* 
Reliability coefficients for each area and for the entire test are 
shown in fable 23* 
^Bernard F* Wievel* Attitude toward and knowledge of 
conservation possessed by students in Iowa high schools* Ui^ ublished 
Ph* D* Thesis. Ames, Iowa* Iowa State College Library. 1947* 
copy of the test is shown in the Appendix* 
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Table 23 
SpearaaaoBrova Reliability Coefficienta of tJM 
Conservation Inf oitaation Test 
Ax«a Ho. of Iteas ReliabiUty Coefficient 
Wildlife 20 •304 
Forests 20 .418 
Water 15 .348 
Soils 20 .665 
Total Test 75 .728 
The inter* and intra-area correlation eoefficients are 
shown in Table 24. The intra-area eorrelations are too snail 
for satisfactory reliability, but the range of scores here 
reported is considerably restricted* 
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Table 24 
Inter- and Intra-Aree Correlations of the 
Conserration Infoiroation Test 
Wildlife Forests Watso* Soils 
Odd Even Odd Even Odd Even Odd Even 
Wildlife 
Odd 
Even .179 
•254 .287 
.191 .230 
•205 
•249 
.255 
.087 
.296 
.001 
.336 
.435 
Foz^sts 
Odd 
Iven .264 
.452 
.241 
.140 
.227 
.107 
.346 
.0^ 
.232 
Water 
Odd 
Even .211 
.132 
.113 
.432 
.311 
Soils 
Odd 
Ev«b .498 
When the correlations nere averaged the function 
1/2 log, LU 
1 -r 
the values of r and r_ wore tamxi to equal .237 ai^ *288 
A W 
respectively* Substituting these values into the fonsula for 
testing the significance of departure froa homogeneity, f «as found 
to be 1«14. The ntuabers of degrees of freed<»s, (l^l) (k-l) and (S-l) 
are 141 and 47« An inspection of the Snsdecor Table of P reveals 
nonsignificance. The hypothesis of homogeneity among areas is not 
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rejected. Pupils do not react significantly different to the four 
areas than they do to individual items within areas# 
In Table 25 are shown the F-raliMs which resalt«d when each 
Table 25 
F-falues Between Areas of the 
Conservation Inforsaation Teat 
Forests Wat«r Soils 
Wildlife .959 .99 1.23 
Forests .92 1.66* 
later 1.35 
Required for significaEffie ^ 1.62 
1  ^ 2.00 
area was cranpared with every other area. With 4? and 47 degrees 
of freedtm all except one Fovalue are found to be nonsignificant. 
The F-valoe between soils axBi water areas of the test is 
significant at the five per cent level. 
Substituting the values of and into tlM proposed fonmla 
for correction for attenuation, the corrected correlation coefficient 
among all four areas was found to be .986. 
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The eoefficients of correlation corrected for attenufition 
with the proposed formula for each pair of areas are shown in 
Table 26. With the exception of the correlation between forests 
and soilst which yielded the largest F>value« all correlations are 
larger than •950* 
fable 26 
Propose Corrections for Attenuation Between A.rea8 of 
the Conservation Information Test 
Forests Water Soil 
Wildlife 1.00 1.00 .976 
Forests 1.01 .941 
Water .965 
The nonsignificant F-val\ies and the high correlations for the 
areas in this test suggest that recall of information concerning 
natural resources represents a relatively homogeneous objective and 
that evaluation of this objective can be accomplished vitho^it 
eonstznicting and scoring separate evaluation instrunents for each 
area with which this objective is concerned* 
i* Several 
Data concerning evaluation of achleveaient in several az«as of 
elementary educatioxaal statistics were available for 22 loim State 
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College graduete students. Test scores were assenibled for three 
of the major objectives of the coiirse, i.e., inforra&tion, 
inteirpretation and com] utation# 
The informational objective inclttded recall of facts, 
prloclples and fommlas used in the elementary course* Interpretation 
dealt with ability to critically appraise the inference drawn in 
statistical investigations which were new to the student# Co)sputatioa 
involved the solution of statistical problems with the use of the 
text and previous classroom notes* 
Seores ifere obtaii^ separately for the odd and even items for 
the tests eoveri£^ each of the three objectives* %;eaztuuse»&ro«jt 
coefficients of reliability and approximate time allotted tar the 
testing of each objective are shown in Table 2T« 
Table 27 
Spearssaa-Brown Reliability Coefficients of Tests 
Over Three Objectives in Statistics 
Objectives Testing Tiiae BellabiH^ Coeffieienta 
Information 
Interpretation 
Coaiputation 
30 Biimtea 
45 ainates 
3 hours 
.610 
•765 
.868 
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Inter- and intra-area correlations necessary for substitution 
into the formula for testir® the significance of departure fr<Mi 
homogeneity are sh(»tn in Table 28* For an over-all test aaong the 
three objectives the F«value was found to be 2.55* ^ith 42 and 21 
degrees of freed<^ this F-value is found to be significant* but not 
highly SO} although the value fouzbd approaches the value of 2.62 
required for significance at the one per cent level* Students react 
Tkble 28 
Inter* and Intra-Area Cozrelations of 
Tests Over Three Objectives in Statistics 
Objective Xnforaatioa Interpretation Ck^putatioa 
Odd £ven Odd Even Odd Iven 
Infomation 
Odd .6U .212 .555 .45? 
Even ,$0^ .288 .163 .179 .123 
Intei^etation 
Odd .614 .370 
S»ea .620 .347 .395 
Computation 
Odd 
Even .775 
differently to items within areas or objectives then to iteas among 
areas or objectives. Senoe, the hypothesis of homogeneity aoKing 
objectives is rejects. Separate evaluation for each objective in 
elementary educational st&tistics is suggested. 
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Th« rttsmlts of testing each pair of objeetives are atova 
in l^ble 29* the F-vaXue hatveen interj^etation and infoz^ticm 
ia slightly lower than that reqitired for five per oent signlficaaM 
aod the other two approach slgnificanee at the one per eent level* 
Table 29 
f-¥alnes Between Tests Over Three Objeetivas in Statistics 
Objective Interpnretatioa Coaputation 
Znfozmtion 2.06 2.86» 
Intex-iaretation 2.82 
Required for significance 2*07 
2.87 
Coaputation of the corrdation coefficient corrected for 
atteniiation with the use of the proposed forisala yielded a 
coefficient of .849 for the orer-all analysis. The correctad 
correlation coefficients between each pair of areas are shown is 
Table 30* The relatiTe overlapping tor each pair of areas yields 
Table 3® 
Proposed Coirreetiozui for Attenuation Between Tests 
Over Three Objeotives in Statistics 
Objeotiva Interpretation Goapitation 
Inforaation .890 .825 
Interpretation .833 
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the same ranking as was suggested bjr the relative size of the 
F-values in Table 29. 
Further analysis of appraisal of these objectives would be 
appropriate because of the sisall number of cases here considered, 
ifonever, emphasis is here being placed upon demonstration of the 
application of the formulas rather than analysis of the testing 
situation. 
S£ l2S£ SS. ISii* 
Iven though the course objectives to be evaluated with a 
test have been designated, there still remains the selection of 
the type of test to be constructed. In coaparing two or aore 
types of tests, which have been designed to measure the saae 
behaviort for exai^le, essay and objective types, it is appropriate 
to evaluate the degree to which the two types of the instruaeirt 
measure homogeneous behavior. If the types of test can be scorM 
by areas, these areas for each test can be evaluate independently. 
If Mnhomogeneity among the areas within each type of test is 
indicated, the desirability of scoring each area separetely is 
suggested. 
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Objectire and essay types of the Kowitz Color Choice Test 
for Ninth Grade fitme Economics Students^ were edminietered to 50 
ninth grade girls* Each type of the test ves coapoaed of tw> 
areasi area one aeasured the xmderstandlng of generalizatioiw 
necessary for recognition of qualities of colory and area t«o 
contained test iteas in which problems were presented for solution* 
In the essay-type test the sttuients vere asked to write the qualities 
of colors and the generalizations involved and to write the 
solutions to "Ute prohleas and provide their supporting reasons, 
wlwreas ia the objective type of the test, ^e qualities of tl» 
colors and the solutions and reasons were clicked froa lists whieli 
were given to the students* For identification these areas will 
be designated as Essay I, Essay IZ and Objeetlve X, Objective ZI* 
The essay type tests were scored jointly by two authorities In tte 
field* in odd at^ an even score were obtained for each area for 
meh subject* The following Spearoatt-Brown coefficients of 
reliability were obtaim^i 
&B«ay 1 *382 
Essay II .Tf3 
Objective I *393 
Objective II .490 
^Agnes £* Sowlts* Instruments for evaluation of hoB» 
econ<^ios educatloni III* Test of api^lcatlon of generallzatiozm to 
eolcar ehoioes of clothing for ninth grade girls* Ifapublished M* 3* 
Thesis* Aaes, Iowa* Iowa State College Library* 1945* 
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The estimated tlrae of administration for the two types of tests 
was 60 minutes for the objective end 90 jiinutes for the essay* 
The essay-type test was administered first. 
The odd items of Eaaay I and the odd iteas of ObjeetlTe Z, 
etc., described the same test situation. For this reason in 
computing the inter- and intra-area correlsticois shown in Table Jl» 
identical items were not ccnrelated* 
Table 31 
Inter- and Intra-Area Correlations of Two Types of the 
Kowitz Achievement Test 
ggfWr Okleotiw 
Area 1 Area 2 Area 1 Az>ea 2 
Even Odd Even Odd liven Odd Svea 
Essay 
Odd .236 .326 .203 .300 .088 .m 
Svea -.002 —224 .3615 -.112 *124 
Odd .62T .390 .053 .372 
Svea .3^ .072 .368 
Objee^ve 
Odd .244 .438 .280 
Iven -.€^1 .240 
Odd .324 
Even 
When the correlation coefficients were averaged by tise of 
the function 1 r 
1/2 log;, 
1 - r 
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7^ was totxad to be .185 and wui found to be .372 for the fouar 
Istra-area eorrelations and for the 20 Interarea Gorrelations* 
Substituting the •alues of and r^ Into the fomnla for 
testiag the significance of departure froa hoaogeneitj and sol-ring, 
an F-value of 1.60 for the oiror-all test of significance vas ftmnd* 
With 49 and 14? degrees of freedom, this value does not reach 
signifitmnee at ^e five per cent level of confidenoe* 
When the values of r^ and r^ were substitutded into ^e formda 
for correetion fc»r attenuation, the oorreeted coeffieient was 
found to be *946 for all areas* 
In fat^ 32 are shown the F-values t&t testing the signifieai^ 
of departure froa hoau^eneity for each pair of areas* With 49 and 49 
Table 32 
F-values Between Areas of Two Types of 
the Kowits Aehieveaent Test 
Essay Obleotive 
Area 1 Area 2 Area 1 Area 2 
fosay 
2*28«* Area 1 1.63* 
Area 2 1.90* 
Objective 
Area 1 1.17 
Area 2 
Required for 8ignifieai»e l*6l 
1^ 1.97 
degrees of fre^caa, an of 1.61 is required for significance 
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at the fire per cent level and 1.97 at the one per cent level. 
Hoshomogeneous behaTlor is indicated between the t«o areas of 
the essa^ test» whereas homogeneous behavior is indicated for 
the corresponding ax^s of the objective test. Apparentlj naoing 
colors and qualities of colors as was required in EsMty 1 •licite 
a different type of behavior when coshered to furaishiog solutions 
to problems and supporting reasons ia the choice of colors vbea 
the iteos are in essay type. When these same items are presented 
in matching form with supporting reasons to be checked, the 
behavi(»' apparently becomes more homogei^tts. The foregoing 
finding suggests that gr^iter consideration must be given to tlw 
specific type of item when essay type tests are used than when 
objective type tests are used, particularly, if the different areas 
of the tests are to be combined in obtaining total scores tor the 
tests* 
In Table 33 (ure shown the correlations between each 
appropriate {»ir of areas after they have been corrected for 
attenuation with the use of the proposed formola. As in the f-test. 
Essay I and Essay II reflected the least homogeneous behavi^ 
when pairs of areas were compared. 
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Tabla 33 
Proposed CorrectionB for Attttnmtlon Between Areas 
Two 7yp«s of the ichiev«sent Test 
£8807 Objeetiv* 
Area X Area 2 Area 1 Area 2 
Eastgr 
Area 1 .898 »96l 
Area 2 .915 
Obj ective 
Area 1 
Area 2 
.987 
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V. SUMMARI 
Ihen total scores on psychological tests are obtained by 
conbining numerical values asBlgc^d to individttal test itena* 
consideration mist be given to the homogeneity of behavior 
represented by the iteiBB, if prediction of perfonaance tron 
such score® is to be accurate. 
In educational evaluation the extent to which each objeetiv* 
must be subdivided before appraisal of inftruction can be under­
taken most also be considered* The testing of homogeneity aaong 
differing educational objectives is also appropriate as well aa 
the determination of differences in behavior elicited 
differing types of tests involving the saise course material* 
To fulfill the need for testing the homogeneity of separately-
evaluated behavior characteristics, two formlas «ere developed* 
The first formula, F-test for significance of departure from 
homogeneity, was proposed to evaluate the null hgrpothesiaJ there 1« 
no significant difference in the manner in which individuals react 
to test items between or among areas of a test than to test iteBW 
within areas of a test* 
The formula is 
—82"" 
vhere » average intra-area (odd«>even) (xiefficlent of correlation 
and « average interarea coefficient of correlation and both 
averages are obtained with the use of the function 
1/2 log lis . 
• 1 - r 
The degrees of freed<Hii for deterainisg the significance of tlui F-
value are (S>l}(k»l) and where N « mmber of subjects aad 
k <• Buaber of areas in the test* 
The second forsula» a correction for attenuation* was prepared 
as a positive indication of hoaogeneity* The foroula is 
. ^ ^ -a 
where the notation is the sase as for the foregoing faraula* 
To justify the use of the proposed fomula for correction for 
attenuation and to conqpare the efficiency of correction of the 
proposed formula with the efficiency of four previously«develqped 
formulas for correction for attenuation, three empirical deBonstrations 
were designed* 
In the first dwsonstration two perfectly-correlated hypothetical 
distributions of SK) values each were designated* These distributioiM 
wM-e identified as "Basic * and "Basic *• Four "test forns" were 
1 2 
then developed, two fTOm "Basic " and two froa "Basic * by varying 
1 2 
the size of the values in the basic disl^ ibutions 0 or 1 at random* 
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Thus the true correlation vas reduo  ^ from unity only heeaose of 
the presence of "variable errors". This procedure was repeated tea 
times so as to result in ten applications of the formlas to four 
sets of test forms of 20 -ralues and one application to a cmblned 
set of four test forms of 200 values* The five foraulas for 
eorrectioB for attenuation under consideration were then applied* 
All formulas were found to be equally satisfactory in resoTlx  ^ the 
effect of variable errcnre in the ease of approoclmately equal means 
and variances in the test forms* 
In the second demonstration the two test forms developed from 
"Basle " were obtained in the same manner as in the first demon* 
1 
stratlon. The two test forms developed from "Baslc "^, however, were 
obtained varying the iMisle distribution 0 to 9 at r aadom. Thua 
one i»dr of teat forms had a high correlation or reliability and the 
other a considerably lower correlation* As in the foregoing d«K>tt» 
staration the procedure was re^Mated ten times* Because of a negative 
correlation in one of the ten sets of four test form, all but the 
proposed formula were inappropriate for that set of four test forms* 
Althmgh the true correlation in this demonstration was less than 
unity, all but the proposed formula yielded estimates of the true 
correlation higher than unity in one or more of the eleven applications* 
Istimates of the true correlation obtained with the use of the proposed 
foraoLa were also more uniform than estimates obtained with the use 
of axqr one of the otb»r four foraulas* 
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Isi the third demonstratloiv unlike basic distributions of 
20 values each were used from which to develop the test forns. 
Ihis procedure resulted in greater variability in lAe test foras 
than in either of the two preceding demonstrations* Again ten 
sets of four teat forms based on 20 values and a eombined set of 
four test forms based on 200 values were used. Estimates of the 
correlation vere obtained bsr applying the five formulas for 
eorreetlon for attenuation. A negative correlation in one of the 
sets of test forae rendered the four previously-existing formolas 
inappropriate for that set of test forma* As in the second 
dem<mstration, all except the proposed foxoula yielded esti^nates 
greater than unity in scHse eases* Greats variability among 
estimates obtained with the use of the four previously-existing 
fonRiIas was noted than uuing the estimates obtained vith the 
proposed forsaila* 
To demonstrate the use of the fonmzla for testing the 
significance of departure from homogeneity and the proposed fomala 
for correction for attenuation, several actual test situaticms «ere 
selected* The two formulas ««*e applied to the results of an aptitude 
test, an interest test and an attitude test* Achieve^nt testing 
was divided into a test situation involving a sii^le course objective, 
one involving several course objectives each covered 1:^ one or more 
separate tests, and objective and essay types of a test involvii^ 
the same course material* 
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Each test situation was chosen beeanse of its appropriateness 
and «!iphasis me placed upon deaionstrating the techniqi»s rather 
than upon investigating the characteristics of tbs specific tests 
used* 
It vas found that the quantitetive and linguistic areas of the 
American Council on Education Psychological Exsnination for 
College Freahmen elicited different types of behavior from a saapl* 
of $0 college freshaen* 
7he tvo areas of a scale to measure interest in faraing, l*e.» 
faraing as a vocation and faraing as a my of llfe« i^re found to 
elicit homogeneous behavior from 5C high schcml seniors* 
Applying the technique to seven areas of ^e Frits Test of 
Cynicism, it nas found that 400 college students reflected 
nonhcx^geneotts behavior In the cynical attitudes they expressed 
toward polities, labor, religion, marriage, education and wealth* 
In a test involving recall of information coneemlng four areas 
of conservaticAii, i*e., wildlife, forests, water ai^ soils, 
homogeneous b^avior was reflected among these foinr azHsas irtiea 
48 ninl^'^grade pupils were used as subjects* 
When the foraulas were applied to tests covering three objectives 
in a course in el«raentary statistics, recall of IstiforBatlon, 
interpretation of statistical Inference and coaputatlon, nonhc»ogeneous 
behavior was found* This group Included only 22 gradiaite studwits 
as subjects, however* 
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Objective aini essay-types of a test Involving aldlity to 
apply generalizations concerning color and recall of color 
Inforiaation were given to $0 ninth-grade home economics stv&ients* 
When the formulas were applied to the types of test eoneemedt 
it was found that the behavior elicited by the two ai*eas of the 
objective test was homogeneots, wtaereae the behavior elicited bQr 
the two areas when the teat was adadnistered in essay form was 
nonhomogeneous• 
In view of the results from applylcg the technique for 
testing the homogeneity of separately-'evaluated behavior 
characteristics to hypothetical and actual test situations in this 
investig^timi, the techaiqae is proposed for use in psychological 
testing and educational evaluatioa* 
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APPEm)IX 
ATTITUDE TOWARD FARMING • / . • 
Alonzo IL Myster*^rames E* Werfc 
Name} . . . Aget .. ReSidenfeet (fenelrcle one)Town Farm 
School} Class; (encircle one) Fr So Jr Sr 
Do you intend to be a farmer? (encifdle one) Yes No , 
Hhat are your opinions of the follov/ing statements? Your answer is correct if it 
expresses your trueopinion* This"is not a test and you are not to be graded* 
DO NOT OMIT ANY ITEf'I* In each case encircle the letter or letters which represent 
your ovm ideas about each statement. 
SA-strongly agreej A-agreej U-ixndecided} D-disagreej SD-strongly disagree 
1. Farming is a pleasant vocation. .SA A U D SD 
2. I can't say I'm wild about fanning, SA A U D SD 
3* Farm work is drudgery. ^ SA A U D SD 
4. I would enjoy working with plants and animals. SA A tJ D SD 
5* A farmer has more worries than do persons engaj^ed in most SA A ,U D SD 
other occupations. 
6. As a life's work, farming v;ould be terrible. SA A U D SD 
7. Work on the farm is roally enjoyable. SA A U D SD 
8. The disadvantages of farming outweigh its advantages. SA A U D SD 
9. "Farming requires less intelligence than most other occupations.SA A U- D SD 
10. The vocation of farming has its drawbacks, but I like it. SA A U D SD 
11. Farming involves too many distasteful tasks. SA A U D -SD 
12. I have never wanted to be a farmer. SA A U D SD 
13» Farming is fascinating work. SA A U D SD 
14. Farming requires less education than most other vocations. SA A U D SD 
15. .1 like farming \;ell enough to make it my life's work. SA A U D SD 
16. Farming is a monotonous vocation. SA A U D SD 
17. I have always vjanted to be a farmer. SA . A U D SD 
18. Living on a farm is just too much hard work. SA A U D SD 
19» The advantages of farming far outweigh the disadvantages. SA A U D. SD 
20. Farming is uninteresting work'. SA A U' D SD 
21. The average farmer enjoys farming more than I v/ould. SA A U D SD 
(over) 
22. EVj^rything ooxisidero^iji I. could be happier farming than 
engaging" in any other occupatidrl."* ' • ' s^;---j--ij- • sj) 
23. Farming tends to isolate'a person from--the r'6st"dT-tte-'-Ttrorld\'"'''SA • •'A' " U 'b SD 
24. Farming yields loss satisfaction than'most other occupations. SA A U D SD 
25- I'he .farm is the'best place for young'people, ^ SA , A . F- .D. SD 
2 6 .  About all that can be said for farming is that it fiarnishes 
a means-.of existing, SA A' U D SD 
27• I could be satisfied'to spend my life on the farm. SA A U D SD 
28. Social, well-being is impossible of attainment on the farm, SA;. A tJ D SD 
29. Farming TJpuld give me a great deal of pleasure, SA A U D SD 
30. I feci that I would be doing my. children an injustice by , SA A U D SD 
living on: a farm. 
31. I dislike the farm with its many inconveniences, SA A U D SD 
32. Farming yields more satisfaction than most other vocations, SA A U D SD 
33» Farming offers insufficient opportunity for contacts vdth SA A U ,D SD 
34. I feel that farm families as a whole are. an intoresting clasg SA A U D SD 
of poopie, 
35* Farming has more social disadvantages than most other - . 
occupations, . .. SA. A U D SD 
36. Farming deadens a person's ambitions, SA . A U D SD 
37« I like farming as a way of life, SA A U D SD 
38, On an average, the standard of living of. farmers is below' . 
that of other persons in the United States, SA A U D SD 
39. The farm is wonderful place to live, SA A U D SD 
4-0. Farming tends to reduce one's social standing. SA A U D SD 
41. For me, life on U farm would be extremely dull, • . SA A U D SD 
42. The farmer enjoys many satisfactions vifhich'the average 
person never realizes. SA A U D SD, 
43. I think I would have less fun living on a farm than in tovm, SA A U D SD. 
44. , Farming deprives one's children of a,n adequate education, . SA .-A U .D SD 
45. The independence of farm life appeals to me, .... SA A U D SD 
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TEST ITEMS COSaPRISING THE OF POLITICS 
(Fritz T«st of Cynicism) 
mn TESTING ITEMS 
Politics is a racket* To call it a fora of 
"legalized erookedoese" vould be a pretty 
good description* 
It is difficult for ae to iseigise an honest 
politician* le say aean i^ry veil when he 
starts out, bat it is probable that he will 
not stay that way* 
lou can get yourself elected to almost asgr 
public office if you hare enough uonefm 
111 you need is the "gift of gab" in order 
to be elected to an offiee in the Iteited 
States* 
Althoi^h elections in Aaerica are deaocratie* 
the people do not have as aoch voice in the 
governiaent as they think they do* 
CXXIC4Z. 
BESPOS^ 
igreeaent 
Agreesent 
Agreeaent 
Agreement 
Agreemnt 
EVES TESTING ITEMS 
I Kould say that atare than of the 
people vould not iMsitete to be more cr less 
"crooked" if they sere absolutely certain 
that no one would find out about it* 
I think it is Tery i»ar the truth to ssqr that 
an honest mn will not run fo/r public office* 
I would say that perhaps as much as half of 
our tax money finds its way into the pockets 
of graftors* 
They say that all sen are equal before the 
law, but I don>t believe it* 
Sveiy man in public office has a good 
possibility of becoming a "crook"* 
Agreement 
AgreeMnt 
Agreement 
Agreement 
Agreement 
-95-
TEST ITEMS COMPRISIHQ THE AEEA OF BUSINESS 
CXHICAL 
C^D TISflNG ITIMS B£SPONSS 
The average individiaal who works for sojm 
big Gco'poration Is nothing more than a slave. Agreeaant 
Although the average big industrial corporation 
renders valuable service, you certainly pay 
for it plenty* 
9^ of bi^ business corporations will us* 
bribery, la»yer>8 tricks and everything 
else to make money# 
The public hanged* Business is business* 
lou can depezK^ on it that business nill 
charge all the public vill stai^* 
Agreeoent 
Agreeaent 
Agreeaent 
Agreeaent 
EfEH TESTING ITEiK 
The average big Industrial corporation is 
more huraane, honest and public spirited than 
aost people think* Disagre^aent 
For the most part» the little businessman 
does not h&re a chance because the big 
cfurporaticms will run him out of business* Agreement 
The average big industrial corporation 
certainly does "fleece" the public — just 
a bunch of "crooks"* Agireeaeat 
For public protection, it is a mighty good 
thing that the government controls big 
business as much as it does* Agreeaeni 
of big business corporations are out 
to make all the money they can* Agrerawnt 
-96-
TEST IfEMS COMPRISING THE AREA OF RELIGION 
ODD TESTING ITMS 
Going to ohureh vill cause an individual to 
treat his fellov aen with kindness, Jtustiee 
and merey# 
Some of the biggest found in 
ehurch» 
Beligion is the "faaekbone" of as f^^  nation* 
1 think the stories sueh as "Johah and the 
Whale"* "Koahts Ark" and many othex« are 
just stories* fh  ^did not aotually take plaee* 
F4H}ple who vontt ftlay c^urds on Sunday are 
narrow-minded. 
CXNICAL 
BESm^SE 
Sisagreesmnt 
Agreffisent 
Cisagreeaent 
Agreeaest 
IVEM THSTING ITIMS 
Clex^yaent «ith veTj few exeeptionsg get 
through life pretty easily, that is to say, 
tl^ y have «hat we would ordinarily eaU a 
"soft" job» 
I voxild say that nearly all nissionaries are 
sioeere about their work# 
insane who takes religion vezT- seriously is 
lacking in sophistication, that is, he may 
be considered a bit gullible* 
Sow I want to spend ay time on Sui»iay is 
nobody*s business* 
It is just pure foolishness to deny yourself 
something during Lent* 
Agreeaent 
Disagreement 
Agreement 
AgrTOBe&t 
Agreeaeixi 
-97-
TEST ZmiiS COMPRISING TMi: ABM OF L4B0E 
ODC lESTIHa ITIMS 
La^>or onions are out to get all they ean 
for theaselves* 
I just don*t see hov a aan can belong to a 
labor vmlon and still be a good oltlaen* 
leadwrst with very few «ceeptions, are 
aimeTeg axul really have the welfare of the 
workers in aind* 
I thiz  ^that most laborers ai'e jtist 
radieals* 
laborers are paid «l»t they are worth* 
If they arentt paid laoret it is because 
they arentt worth any acre* 
CYSICAL 
EESPOSSE 
Agreement 
Agreement 
Disagreeoent 
Agreement 
Agreeaent 
tmu TESTING ITEMS 
Men who Join labor onions are dangerous* 
Most laborers are "hidebound* and 
eonservatiTe* 
laborers for the most part, are Just too 
duab to know any better* If they dcatt get 
along, it is due to their own stupidity* 
Labor leaders are Just a bui»h of 
raeketeers* They are getting all they ean 
out of it for theaselves* 
Agreeaent 
Agreeaeot 
Agreeaent 
Agreemeat 
Laborers should be paid a higlmr 
They deserrs more tfeuan they are getting* Disagreeswnt 
-98-
TEST IIEl^ COMPRISINQ THE ABEA OF UmiAQl 
ODD fESTIHG ITEMS 
fhe chaoses of meeting and falling la love 
iiith just the right person so that you will 
have a truly happy marriage are i^Uy 
very sraall* 
"Falling in love" is just a big Itriok that 
natt:nre plays oa people* 
Most 9omn »arry because they think it will be 
easier than gettiiig a job and working* 
M&rrlage is jast uio^ier way of saying 
•&ittlefield", 
1 believe that at least 90^ of the girls 
would rather aarry a poor boy whom they love 
than a rich san whoa they do not love* 
CXNICAL 
EESPONSE 
Agreement 
Agreement 
AgreeTOnt 
Agreement 
Disagreeawnt 
E?SM TESTING ITMS 
There is really considerable justifioatioa 
for the average man to refer to his wife as 
a "ball and chalnF*. 
Harri&ge is just another way of "jtusping out 
of tl» flying pan into the fire"* Hot to 
marry may be unsatisfactory, but certainly 
marriage Is worse* 
About the only good reason for getting 
married is that society thinks you are 
alMoorBttl If you don*t* 
The average man looks upon a wife as a 
servant* 
Most lathers txy to make "sissies" out of 
their sons* 
Agreement 
Agreement 
Agreement 
Agreement 
Agreement 
n 
TEST ITEMS COJiPRISING THE ARM OF EDUGATIOI 
ODD TESTIN5 ITEMS 
Most odLlege professors are li^raetlcal» 
with very little appreciation of the real» 
eTOi^yday «orld« 
I think it is eertainly true that you doaH 
leam hem to think in college* 
Most people vho gradti&te from college are sot 
really educated. 
Oolites and universities put too muoh mouMy 
into Bi&gnificent louildings aad not enough 
in 8tx«ight "honest-to-goodsess* eduction* 
The chief purpose of football tearae and 
basketball teams is to build better 
character* 
CIHICAL 
RESPONSE 
Agreeiaent 
Agreeaent 
Agreement 
Agreeaent 
Sisfl^preeraeitt 
EVEJi TESTING ITEMS 
About 90^ of our education at the present 
tiise is a sheer waste of tiiae* 
Getting a higher education is next thing to 
a dead loss of time* 
Football teams are aostly for the purpose 
of advertising a coUe^ or university* 
The country is full of "educated fools" 
who have graduated from colle^* 
If it were not for the eocial life> c<^ege 
would be a complete waste of tisie* 
Agreeaent 
Agreeirant 
Agreemnt 
Agr^nent 
Agreeaent 
-100-
TEST ITEMS COMPRISING THE AREA OF mLTH 
OK) TE-'TISG ITMS 
If you have money, you can do Just about 
ai^hlH@ you like. 
the average American is juat a money»gral>ber« 
If you lend soaey to your friends ai^ 
relativtts, they will eonsider you Just "an old 
Shylock" when you ask for its return* 
Most MllionaireE are Jiist clever crooks who 
ha«'e taken advantage of the "breaks". 
I think that oost Billionaires have had 
to be'bjrooked" at least part of the t3.ne« 
CINICAL 
RESPONSE 
Agreemnt 
kgemmnt 
Agreeaient 
igreeaent 
Agreemnt 
E9EH lliSfING ITEMS 
Whenever I pf ss the estate of a very 
wealthy person (where I see a big house, 
servants, fine cars and all that) I just 
can't help thinking he must have been 
soHWwhat "crooked" to get it all# 
Great fortunes, with very few exceptions, 
have been built up by exploitiiag the poor* 
"Soak the rich" sounds like a good policy 
to me* 
I believe that most wealthy people have been 
at least as honest as the average person* 
Money ®ay be the "root of all evil", but 
give ms more root and It 11 take a chance 
on the evil* 
Agreeaent 
Agre^ent 
Agreement 
Cisagreeffittit 
Agreement 
PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Name- 2. Age.. 3. Sex... 
4 Name of School - 5. Grade.. 
6. Most or all of my elementary work was done in a consolidated school ; town school ; covmtry schooL.. 
7. I live on a farm. ; in town.. 
8. My favorite hobbies are.. 
9. My grades are above average ; average ; below average.. 
10. Underline the courses THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN PRIOR TO THIS YEAR in the following list. Underline the activities in which 
YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED OR ARE NOW PARTICIPATING. 
Courses: Activities; 
General Science Biology 4-H Club Bird Clubs 
Nature Study Zoology FFA Nature Camps 
Natural Science Botany Summer Camp Izaak Walton League 
General Agriculture Physics Boy Scouts 
Vocational Agriculture Civics Girl Scouts 
Industrial Arts Chemistry Camp Fire Girls 
Home Economics Geography Conservation Clubs 
Physiology Sociology Nature Photography 
11. Indicate the extent to which you read the following magazines by placing a check mark in the proper column. 
Regularly Occasionally Never 
Nature Magazine 
American Forests. 
Audubon Magazine 
Iowa Conservationist ... 
Natural History.. 
Outdoor America. 
Outdoor Life 
Sports Afield 
Regularly Occasionally Never 
12. I listen to radio programs on conservation topics regularly. ; occasionally. ; never.. 
13. I read books and bulletins on conservation regularly. ; occasionally. ; never. 
14. I read newspaper articles on conservation regularly. ; occasionally. ; never. 
15. I see motion pictures on conservation regularly. ; occasionally. —; never. 
ATTITUDE TOWARD CONSERVATION 
What are. your opinions o{ the {allowing statements? Your answer is correct if it expresses your true opinion. This is not a test and you ara not 
to be graded. DO NOT OMIT ANY ITEM. In each case encircle the letter or letters which represent your own ideas about each atatament. 
SA—Strongly agree; A—agree; V—undecided; D—disagree; SDstrongly disagree. 
1. Even though the natural resources of the tropical countries are largely undeveloped there is an urgent 
SA A U D SO 
2. SA A U D SD 
3. SA A U D SD 
4. SA A U D SD 
5. For a fair price the state should have the right to buy any lands for conservation purposes SA A U D SD 
6. SA A U D SD 
7. The killing of waterfowl should be limited to hunters who have means of retrieving them SA A U D SD 
8. Only funds obtained by'sale of hunting and fishing licenses should be used for conservation of wildlife.. . SA A U D SD 
9. SA A U D SD 
10. Soil erosion control should be left entirely to the landowner SA A U D SD 
11. Financial aid in conservation work makes the farmer too dependent on the government SA A u D SD 
12. SA A u D SD 
13. SA A u D SD 
14. Whether or not the government aids in the control of soil erosion is little concern of mine SA A u D SD 
15. SA A u D SD 
16. In the interests of wildlife the polluted condition of our rivers and lakes should receive immediate 
SA A u D SD 
17. Recent scientific developments have made it unnecessary to conserve our natural resources SA A u D SD 
18. SA A u D SD 
19. Hunters and fishermen should have the last word in wildlife conservation SA A u D SD 
20. People interested in conservation tend to stand in the way of industrial progress SA A u D SD 
21. SA A u D SD 
22. The schools should spend more time teaching conservation SA A u D SD 
23. There is an urgent need for nationwide public concern over conservation education SA A u D SD 
24. Conservation of natural resources is a dull subject SA A u D SD 
25. SA A u D SD 
KNOWLEDGE OF CONSERVATION 
Directions: Each of the {allowing questions is followed by three or four answers o/ which ONLY ONE IS CORRECT. Choose the one thai is 
correct and put its number in the parentheses at the right. 
Sample: Fireflies are—1. wasps 2. beetles 3. true Hies 4. bees ( 2 ) 
Fireflies are a kind o{ beetle so the number "2" is placed in the parentheses 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
1. The most numerous and valuable fur-bearer in Iowa is 
the—1. mink 2. red fox 3. muskrat 4. striped skunk ( ) 
2. The most hunted game mammal in the state is the— 
1. fox squirrel 2. red fox 3. grey squirrel 4. cottontail 
rabbit ( ) 
3. The most numerous game bird in central and northern 
Iowa counties is the— 
1. ruffed grouse 2. Hungarian partridge 3. bobwhite 
4. ringnecked pheasant ( ) 
4. The most numerous game bird in southern Iowa is the— 
1. ruffed grouse 2. prairie chicken 3. bobwhite 
4. ring-necked pheasant 
5. The food of the red fox consists principally of— 
1. mice and rabbits 2. farmer's poultry 3. pheasants 
and quail 4. songbirds 
6. Pheasants are often blamed for damaging sprouting com 
but the real culprits are more often— 
1. ground squirrels 2. mink 3. bobwhites 4. grey 
squirrels 
7. The success of the Iowa State Conservation Commis­
sion's program depends primarily on the number of— 
1. licenses sold 2. conservation officers in the field 
3. scientists on the staff 4. people approving conserva­
tion policies ( ) 
8. To improve hunting and fishing in Iowa the money re­
ceived, from hunting and fishing licenses is better spent 
for— 
1. enlarging fish and game hatcheries 2. catching game 
law violators 3. purchasing game and fish from near-by 
states 4. habitat improvement ( ) 
9. The ability of either land or water to produce game or 
fish depends primarily on— 
1. soil and water fertility 2. the weather 3. control of 
predators 4. cosmic forces ( ) 
10. To improve bird shooting the State Conservation Com­
mission should first— 
1. increase quail production in northern Iowa 2. in­
crease pheasant production in southern Iowa 3. aid 
each dominant species within its own range 4. restock 
with prairie chickens ( ) 
11. Artificial restocking is a sound management practice 
when— 
1. the public clamors for better hunting 2. hunters have 
difficulty in bagging wild game 3. conservation agen­
cies have fimds 4. game is not present in suitable areas ( ) 
12. In stocking farm ponds the two fishes which provide a 
good balance are the— 
1. charmel catfish and yellow bullhead 2. largemouth 
bass and the bluegill 3. smallmouth and largemouth 
bass 4. yellow bullhead and bluegill ( ) 
13. The factor which at present needs more attention in 
order to increase Iowa's pheasant population is— 
1. food 2. predator control 3. roosting cover 4. nesting 
cover ( ) 
14. The difficulty in providing good duck hunting for Iowa 
hunters is primarily due to the— 
1. scarcity of ducks 2. warm fall weather 3. early 
freeze-up 4. lack of desirable places to hunt ( ) 
15. The real danger in having too long a pheasant hunting 
season is that— 
1. too many cock birds will be killed 2. hunting acci­
dents will increase 3. too many hen birds will be killed 
4. hunters will expect al long season every year ( ) 
16. In prairie country the plant type most suitable for 
wildlife and for erosion control is— 
1. grass 2. weeds 3. trees 4. shrubs ( ) 
17. The major aim of wildlife managers is to— 
1. please the public 2. maintain wildlife populations 
at desirable levels 3. control predatory animals 4. en­
force game laws ( ) 
18. The number of major migratory bird routes or flywajrs 
in the United States is— 
1. two 2. four 3. six 4. eight ( ) 
19. The best trout fishing in Iowa is found in the— 
1. northern lakes section 2. artificial lakes 3. southern 
streams 4. streams of the northeastern section ( ) 
20. In general the most successful practice to improve fish­
ing is to— 
1. provide more fish hatcheries 2. restock the waters 
with large fish 3. limit the take of fish 4. improve 
water conditions to encourage natural reproduction ... ( ) 
21. In Iowa the banding or marking of birds and animals 
for scientific study is— 
1. unlawful at all times 2. lawful provided a permit has 
been obtained 3. encouraged to promote student in­
terest 4. permissable only during the open season.... ( ) 
22. The value of Iowa's fur crop could be greatly increased 
if— 
1. trappers would use greater care in handling furs 
2. trapping seasons were extended 3. more humane 
traps were used 4. the season on otters was opened.. ( ) 
23. Insects are— 
1. of little economic value 2. in danger of becoming ex­
tinct because of DDT 3. seldom eaten by game birds 
4. often eaten by skunks ( ) 
24. Most Iowa snakes are— 
1. beneficial and should be protected 2. of no import­
ance 3. destructive of songbirds 4. dangerous and 
should be killed whenever possible 
25. When hunting migratory waterfowl it is legal to use— 
1. five live decoys 2. com to attract the birds 3. arti­
ficial diecoys 4. two live decoys plus five artificial ones 
26. The ratio of man-caused forest fires to all other causes 
is about— 
1.2:1 2.3:1 3.5:1 4.9:1 
27. Rapid detection of forest fires is accomplished in the 
National Parks and Forests chiefly by^ 
1. a lookout system 2. tourist cooperation 3. airplane 
patrol 4. horse patrol 
28. The outstanding need in protecting our forests from fire 
is— 
1. an intensive educational program 2. more severe 
laws 3. fire lane construction 4. improved fire fighting 
practices 
29. The trend in size of the average forest fire and the area 
burned over is— 
1. generally upward 2. remaining fairly constant 
3. generally downward 
30. Heavy grazing of farm woodlands relative to forest re­
production is considered as— 
1. helpful 2. very helpful 3. slightly harmful 4. very 
harmful 
. 31. The U. S. Forest Service is a bureau of the— 
1. Department of the Interior 2. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 3. Department of Agriculture 4. National Park 
Service 
32. National Parks differ from the National Forests because 
in the former— 
1. timber cutting is permitted 2. grazing is permitted 
3. recreational use is prohibited 4. commercial use is 
forbidden 
33. The largest single owner of forest lands in the countiy 
is the— 
1. United States government 2. State of California 3. 
Weyerhauser Lumber Company 4. State of Washington 
34. Most of the forested area of Iowa is owned by the— 
1. State 2. farmers 3. United States 4. lumber com­
panies 
35. The actual practice of scientific forestry in Iowa has 
been— 
1. sadly neglected 2. accepted by woodland owners 
3. proved unnecessary 4. proved of slight value 
36. In Iowa the percentage of the present timbered areas 
compared to that of the State's total area is about— 
1. 7% 2. 17% 3. 27% 4. 37% 
37. Woodlands on Iowa farms should be— 
1. cleared and planted to crops 2. cut selectively as 
trees become mature 3. protected from all cutting 
4. grazed enough to keep down tree reproduction 
38. The most abundant species of trees in Iowa are the— 
1. oaks 2. maples 3. cottonwoods 4. walnuts 
39. Wasteful use of our forests is more apt to occur from 
the practices of the— 
1. Federal government 2. large lumber companies 
3. small woodlot owners 4. small contractors 
40. The most important commercial forest area in the 
United States is the— 
1. Northeastern Region 2. Plains Region 3. California 
Region 4. Southern Region 
41. The mineral resources in the United States are— 
1. evenly distributed 2. limited and exhaustible 
3. unlimited 4. renewable 
42. In the United States there is— 
1. no serious lack of any mineral 2. a lack of some 
unimportant minerals 3. a serious lack of coal, iron and 
oil 4. a serious lack of twenty or more industrial 
minerals 
(TURN THE PAGE) 
43. The most abundant mineral fovmd in Iowa among the 
following is— 
1. lead 2. coal 3. zinc 4. bauxite ( 
44. Our known oil resources are— 
1. sufficient to last 1000 years 2. more than one-half 
gone 3. more than three-fourths gone 4.practically in­
exhaustible ( 
45. The most difficult part of a metal conservation pro­
gram to have adopted in the United States is— 
1. prevention of production wastes 2. the extensive use 
pf substitutes 3. prevention of unessential use of metals 
4. development of a national habit of saving ( 
46. The problem of water conservation— 
1. is closely related to all fields of conservation 2. is 
unimportant in most Middle-western areas 3. is of less 
importance than wildlife conservation 4. has been 
solved in Iowa ( 
47. Drainage of all Iowa's swamps and marshes— 
1. should be undertaken to kill mosquitoes 2. should 
be undertaken to provide more cropland 3'. should be 
undertaken to redutse muskrat populations 4. is not 
justified ( 
48. The main problem in the conservation of water is— 
1. to hurry its return to the sea 2. to distribute and use 
it often where needed 3. the construction of reservoirs 
4. the drainage of swamplands ( 
49. The loss of moisture by evaporation is greatest from— 
1. barren soils 2. forest soils 3. grassland soils 
4. cornfields ( 
50. Loss of moisture from the ground through transpiration 
is greatest from— 
1. barren soil 2. hardwood forests 3. pine forests 
4. grasslands ( 
51. The best water control method for making certain arid 
lands productive is to— 
1. drain the areas 2. construct terraces 3. use dry land 
fallow 4. irrigate ( 
52. Records show that fioods in the United States are— 
1. becoming more severe, more frequent and destructive 
2. becoming less frequent, less severe and less destructive 
3. not severe enough to cause much concern 4. becom­
ing less frequent but more destructive ( 
53. Stream pollution in Iowa— 
1. must be tolerated if we are to have manufacturing 
2. is practically nonexistent 3. exists but is not serious 
4. costs the State many thousands of dollars ( 
54. Heavy pollution in a stream destroys fish life by— 
1. reducing the oxygen content 2. reducing the carbon 
dioxide content 3. preventing their free movement 
4. encouraging growth of water plants ( 
55. The chief purpose of a shelterbelt of trees is to— 
1. reduce wind velocity and conserve moisture 2. de­
crease moisture loss by transpiration 3. provide shade 
for growing crops ( 
56. Another name often given to the top layer of soil is 
the"— 
1. A horizon 2. B horizon 3. C horizon 4. parent 
material ( 
57. The productivity of a soil is usually measured in terms 
of its capacity for— 
1. growing crops 2. retaining moisture 3. resisting 
erosion 4. releasing moisture ( 
58. The original plant growth that covered Iowa was— 
1. prairie grasses only 2. prairie grass with evergreem 
forests along the streams 3. hardwoods only 4. prairie 
grass with hardwoods along the streams ( 
59. Photosynthesis is the photo-chemical reaction by which 
plants— 
1. manufacture food materials 2. use food materials 
3. give off carbon dioxide 4. give off water ( 
60. The dark color of most Iowa streams is due primarily 
to— 
, 1. natural color of the water 2. industrial pollution 
3. sl6w, sluggish flow 4. excessive amounts of soil in the 
water ( 
61. If water-loss or run-off occurs, it would be greatest 
from— 
1. a bumed-out woodland 2. a grazed pasture 3. a 
virgin woodland 4. a wheat field ( 
62. Iowa's most valuable natural resource is her— 
1. soil 2. water 3. wildlife 4. minerals ( 
63. The number of chemical elements needed by plants to 
maintain vigorous growth is— 
1. four 2. eight 3. ten 4. fourteen ( 
64. Moderately uniform removal of surface soil is known 
as— 
1. sheet erosion 2. gully erosion 3. waterfall erosion 
4. wind erosion ( 
65. During the 100 years that Iowa land has been under 
cultivation the part of the original topsoil that has been 
removed is— 
1. none 2. one-fourth 3. one-third 4. three-fourths. .. ( 
66. The first step in launching a soil conservation program 
would be to— 
1. make a study of soil conditions 2. plant permanent 
vegetation 3. devise a good crop rotation 4. build 
barriers against erosion ( 
67. Accelerated or man-induced erosion is causing our top 
soil to be removed— 
1. faster than it is being formed 2. at about the same 
rate it is being formed 3. at a slower rate than it is 
being formed ( 
68. Iowa ranks first in the United States in value of farm 
products chiefly because of its— 
1. long growing season 2. good farmers 3. fertile soil 
4. agricultural education programs ( 
69. The three elements most likely to be needed as ferti­
lizers by Iowa soils are— 
1. nitrogen, calcium and iron 2. calcium, phosphorus 
andl iron 3. nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
4. potassium, phosphorus and calcium ( 
70. A strip of close-growing, soil-holding grass planted on 
the contour is called a.— 
1. turning lane 2. grassed waterway 3. diversion ditch 
4. buffer strip ( 
71. Surface soils always have— 
1. better structure than sub-soils 2. less pore space 
than sub-soils 3. less plant nutrients than sub-Soils 
4. less organic matter than sub-soils ( 
72. The chief reason for growing inoculated legumes such as 
sweet clover and alfalfa is to restore— 
1. air to the soil 2. calcium to the soil 3 nitrogen to 
the soil 4. carbon dioxide to the soil ( 
73. The best method used by farmers enabling them to farm 
wet soils is— 
1. planting crops in rotation 2. installing a drainage 
system 3. plowing under crop residues 4. returning 
manure promptly ( 
74. Freezing and thawing, wetting and dr3ring of a soil— 
1. has a detrimental effect on its structure 2. improves 
its structure 3. has no effect on its structure 4. in­
creases its organic matter ( 
75'. The most practical way of improving soil structure is 
to— 
1. add humus by growing grass 2. add humus by grow­
ing intertilled crops 3. control weed growth 4. contour 
the slopes ( 
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